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CI-IAPrER I. 
INTRODUCTION . 
One of t he most important tasks in life 
is that of identifying oneself. A concept of 
self does not form and then operate once and 
for all; each recurring problem challenges the 
view of self that an individual holds and de-
m~nds lefenses of it or permits further expan-
sJ.on. 
This thought is pertinent a:s the pendulum in nurs ing 
and int nursing education is swinging from nursing of dis-
eases to the realization that a person who is a nurse is 
caring for another person , t he patient. We thus have be-
come increasingly cognizant of the emotional needs , as well 
as tne educational needs, of the student of nursing. The 
individual who is responsible for t he teaching of nursing 
to students must, t herefore , understand her own behavior 
and t he way in which she herself meets each challenge, 
before she can help the student develop as a capable se+f , 
a person who can give satisfying care to her patients . 
During her own experience in a maternity unit and 
while a maternity nursing instructor, the writ er observed 
that t he care given to the patients was often completed 
1 
Eeplau, Hildegarde, Interpersonal Relations 
in Nursing, p . 237. 
-====#:==-=-=-:.=...-== ="----'=--- ----=-=====.· 
l. 
2. 
with the physical tasks and routines. 'I'his was particular-
ly noticed in regard to patients who had had rtiscarriages, 
delivered a stillborn child or a deformed child, or in any 
way deviated from the so-called normal or happy maternity 
experience. 
How can the nurse give more satisfying care to t he 
patient? What effect does the nursing care have on the 
return of the patient to f&nily and community? Does nurs-
ing service meet the needs of the patient? If, as t 11e 
author ass~nes, the nurse herself is unco~ortable, and 
thus cannot make her patient comfortable, how can nursing 
service and nursing education meet the needs of t he nurse? 
As a candidate for the degree dlf Master of Science in 
Nursing, tl1ese questions were the basis for a request that 
field work experience, required by the s chool, provide an 
opportunity to work with family groups outside the confines 
. of a hospital. It was felt that in this way the more normal 
family patterns would be apparent, and more direct correla-
tion between the hospitalized patient and his environment 
could be realized. The area of study was to prepare to 
teach maternal and child health nursing, and, since all 
previous experience had been concerned with maternity nurs-
ing, it was felt t hat experience centered around the child 
3. 
in his family would broaden the concept of maternal and child 
health care. As a result, a placement was arranged with a 
private social agency specializing in t he care of sick and 
handicapped children. 
In requesting such a placement, objectives were stated 
which indicated what might be gained from such an experience. 
These initial objectives included requests for specific in-
formation such as -
1. More awareness of the family and family 
relationships, 
2. How foster homes were selected, 
3. Experience working with community agencies , 
4. The child's reaction to separation, 
5. Increased ability in interviewing techniques. 
As this experience progressed , it was apparent that all 
of these objectives were being met . However, it was felt 
t hat t here was greater value to this exper ience than simply 
ga ining additional information. It also appeared t.hat t he 
realizati on of the stated objectives could occur outside 
t his social agency. To ide~tify and analyze what was 
more deeply meaningful in this learning experience is the 
problem of this study. 
STATEiv1ENT OF THE PROBLEM. 
A review of the records of the two families with whom 
involvement occurred shovvs that t he t ype of relationship 
which existed with these f amilies was far more important 
t han either isolated observations of the families or the 
worker seen as being independent of the families . Learn-
ing occurred through active membership in several relation-
ships , with clients, with the supervisor, with people i n 
the agency and all others with whom there was contact during 
the time of thi s particular experience. 
With the awareness that interpersona l relationships 
influence t he amount and t he type of learning which occurred, 
an attempt is made to identify t hese relationships, and 
analyze t he effect of the relationship o~ t he indivi duals 
involved. The problem can be expressed as -
An analysis of t he supervisory process, 
client counselling and inter- disciplinary rela-
tionsnips during a field placement in a social 
work agency . 
This study is not presented for the purpose of trans-
forming the nurse into a social worker, but for description 
of s ome of t he elements of behavior which mi ght provide the 
level of nursing Hildegarde Peplau is speaking of when s he 
says: 
When a nurse permits pati ents to express 
wha t they feel, and still get all of t he 
nursing t ha t i s needed, then patients can 
undergo illness as an experience wllicll re-
orients ~feelings and s~rengthens positive 
f orces in personality. · 
JUSTIFICATION O:F' PROBLEM. 
5. 
We have been striving, in nursing, to treat t he patient 
as an individual, to become aware of his feelings and needs 
and to meet these needs e ~fectively. Too often, however, 
the nurse becomes so involved with technical skills that 
t he individual is forgotten, and only the disease and its 
recownended treatment is t he point of focus. Gerald Caplan3 
di scusses t his. "--- the nurse 's closeness to her patient 
i nevit ab ly involves t he nurse herself in emotional problems", 
6nd goes on to state that because she does not have help with 
3 
Ibid. p . 31 
Caplan, Gerald, Kental Health Aspects of Social 
Work in Public Health, p . 288. 
-------
-----=---
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6 . 
her own problems, she turns her head or becomes involved 
vvi t h the technical aspects of nursing . Dr. Caplan continues 
with: 
---ment a l hygiene a ctivity by nurses should 
be planned to include specif ic safeguards in 
order to protect the nurse and minimize her 
worl{ing difficulties. s::'he best safeguard is 
an efficient system of technical supervision 
along the lines which have been worked out in 
casewo r l{ and psychotherapy . 'rhi s is a r ela -
tively new idea in nursing ; proper method s a nd 
organizational framevork have st i+ to be de -
veloped. 
In a ttempt ing to analyze what a nurse experienced i n 
a setting which provided t his supervision , it is antici-
pated that those interested in tea ching students of nursing 
and in supervising nursing service may derive some fram.evvork 
whereby i t can be directly incorporat ed into nursing . It 
is felt t ha t nursing education should become more aware of 
the s tudent a s an individual, who possesses her ovvn f eelings, 
and t hat t hi s study will be ab~e to portray how t hese feel -
. inge affect the amount of learning or effective participe-
tion whic~ occurs. I n additi on , it is beli eved an a lready 
valuable experience can be enhanced by examination of the 
total ex:9erienae now that personal involvement in t he 
s ituation has lessened. 
4 Schwa rtz and Shocl<;: ley in describing the way in which 
L:. 
f. chwartz c.nc1 Sltocl<:. l ey- , 'I'he Nurse and t he l•:Ient a.l 
____ :2atient 1 _ p ."' _38 2_:- 3_._ ____ -=-
--=-- - ---=- --==-==--
--· --=--
7. 
nursing care should be improved, sum up the reasons vvhy it 
is felt that this study i s justified. 
I f the nur s e is to increa se her contribution 
to patient i mprovement , we believe s e has to 
be come an ecute observer, who mainta ins an active 
curioeity and a hab i t of ask i ng que stions about 
her OVVIl and t l1e _pat ient ' s feeli ngs and behavior 
and &.n i nterest in developing ins i ght into her 
own and ot~er per sons ' stere otyped wa ys of 
thi nking a bout and behaving vvi th pstien ts. ~<Jhe 
careful observation of small changes in a pat ient 
that could be built uyon and expanded i s a signi-
f icant part of the process . The nurse' s observa-
tion oi' the pat ient mi ght include an at tempt to 
see him in e nu.mber of different ways and from a 
.variety of viewpoints. Her observations of h er-
self rui ght include an exami nation of her a. ttitudes, 
feelings and reactions to t h e pat ient, to authority 
f i gtrres i n the hosp ital, and to her colleagues. 
She mi ght a. lso observe t he situat ions in which 
she and · the patient find themselves E,nd t he way 
in which their mutual participation makes these 
situations wha t they are. The nurse can examine 
wha t she does vvith the patient, what he does with 
her, and t he cumulative effect on the patient 
of their interaction with each other . IPinally , 
the nurse mi ght look at t he soci al context -
t he rules, policies, procedures a nd customary 
patterns - to see hmv the components of the 
social context ope r ate . 
Thi s study deals primarily with the feelings , observa-
tions and interpretations of an educational experience, and 
attempts to ident ify and analyze patterns of behavior and 
relationships which occurred when there was exposure to new 
learning in an unfam~liar or non-traditiona l setting for 
-- -- - -- ----==--=--..:::;== 
t~e nurse . It is descriptive of one person's experience 
in a specific agency and in relat ion to two families with 
8 . 
which there was involvement. 'I'he experience extended from 
October until May, thus providing more concentrated, sus-
tained relationships than is usually possible in a tradi-
tional nursing s ituat ion. In addition, data are included 
which describe the attitudes and feelings of the caseworkers 
in regard to the nurse's placement in the agency . 
It must be tf3,ken i nto considerat ion. that this was t he 
first time such an affiliation occurred with t his agency 
and the first time the writer had been involved so com-
pletely outside the confines of a nursing situation. The 
people involved in the re lationships to be described are 
individuals, and no attempt has been made to substantiate 
that whatever occurred in this setting with these individuals 
occurs in any other setting . 
The written records from which much of the data have 
been drawn were written as soon a s possible after each in-
terview, but it is possible that not everything pertinent 
to this study is i ncluded , as the records were not written 
specifically for this study, but in keeping with casework 
recording. Thus the reactions and feelings \Vhich are in-
cluded in this study will be those which were so strong 
that they remained in. the writer ' s memory . In order to 
9. 
add reliability to the use of these anecdotes, only those 
agreed to by the supervisor in the agency during this exper-
ience will be used. 
To increase the validity of ,the interpretation of the 
material presented in this study in addition1 to the confirma-
tion of the supervisor in the agency, the treatment of data 
was confirmed by a specialist in maternal and child health 
nursing and a specialist in psychiatric nursing. 
DEFINITION OF TERli.US . 
The following terms are defined as they will be em-
ployed in this study: 
==---=-=- - -
Supervisory process is used to denote what 
was involved in the relationship with the 
person directly responsible for supervision 
of the experiences provided during placement 
in the agency. 
Client counseling refers to all relationships 
occurring with clients throughout the time 
experience was provided in this agen:cy. 
Interdisciplinary relationships in this study 
refer to any relationship occurring with the 
caseworkers within this social agency, and 
other coincident relationships with hospital 
nursing personnel, medical and social work 
personnel from outside the designated agency, 
but with whom there was contact during this 
experience. 
Field placement denotes the fulfillment 
of the two hundred and forty hours of re-
quired experience in the area of maternal 
and child health care. -
The Social Agency herein referred to is the 
Children's Mission to Children, 320 Longwood 
Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 
P.P.EVIEW OF METHODOLOGY . 
10. 
Over two bundred and forty hours were spent in fulfill-
ment of field work requirements and during this time each 
visit with two famili e s was recorded for the aSency records. 
~ the close of this experience, the records were examined 
and data for this study were drawn. The writer has included 
her own reactions and feelings about her experience, and 
after she left the agency, the social -vvorkers responded to 
a questionnaire designed to elicit their feelings about the 
nurse's presence in the agency, and the attitudes about this 
type of placement continuing in this agency. 
SEQ,UENCE 0]' PHESJ1"'NTATION . 
Chapter II contains a review of the literature which 
supports the philosophy underlying t nis study. 
Chapter III describes the methodology employed, and 
includes a description of the agency in which this study 
took place. 
Chapter IV is the presentation and d iscussion of the 
author's experiences in a social agency. 
Chapt"er V includes t he summary, conclusions and the 
recommendations whi ch are a result of this investigation. 
11. 
Appendix A cont a ins the quest ionnaire which wa s given 
to each caseworker at t he agency. 
-=--= -----=-- :=..======= 
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Ci-LlJTER II . 
'l'}fEORETIC.AL :B'fu-.ivl!:WORK OF T1IG STUDY. 
Heview of the Literature. 
1-Jo studies were f ound w.i1ich dealt specifically wit l1 
t l1i s problem. However , gene r a l literature which has bee r -
ing on the educatio~ of t he nurse , the person a s a nurse, 
and her chenging role as it i ::. evolving , was surveyed to 
deterr!line v.-11a t if.! con8idered nece s sary for today ' s profes-
siona l nurse . 
Con ::.i stel1tly in the lit erature , the s ubject of inter-
personal relati onships i s di scussed a s the basis for effect-
ive education , experience and, ultimately , the car e of t _e 
patient. I;:.ilu EaEE:enr; lug Etates that "probably the rc.o st 
valuable thing for students to learn is t l1e i m.j)Ortance of 
i nter:9ersonal re1at ionships , n and that , "if students be come 
skilled in i nterpersonal relationships , a ll else will f ell 
into plnce . " 1 Krs. Ha ssenplug al so contends that " graduate 
:p-rograms in nursing should offer students t he op_portunity t o 
1 
Has senplug , L . ~ . , "Continuity i n Nursing 
Educat i on , n Nursing Outlook , 5: 2 02 , 
. l ~ 9 ... 7 Aprl~ , .l ::> • 
13. 
become liber ally educated scholars of nurs ing with a marked 
2 ability to work wi th oti1ers , '1 
:!:Jurses do not j_Jerform as i ::: ola tes, consistently respond-
ing v··i th a set pattern of behavior. Their act ivities a l w£1ys 
i nvo l-ve some other person , or persons, VJhether i t be patient 
an6. f amily, or the people with whom. they are \vorki ng . The 
nurse has been taught the rany i mplications of 9ersonality 
f a ctors contributing to health and i llness, but often , if 
not usua lly , t h i s inf orma tion is given ab out the pati ent, 
not i n termo of tn.e nurse ' s relationship with the pat i ent . 
Hildega.rde :Pepl e.u, who has contributed widely t o the know-
ledge of int erpersonal relat i ons in nursing says: 
2 
I t i s customary in ell of t he professions 
to view t he professional person a s outside 
of t he pat ient ' s probl em - - to see the patient 
a s if he were stand i ng over in a corner where 
l1e could be observed with complete deta chment 
and without recourse to the s i tuation in which 
t he patient is behaving . ~: o examine tne evi-
dence fully requires that t he actions of t he 
nurse, vvhat she s ays, feels , thinks, does, in 
re l ation to what the pat i ent does , be come t he 
Ibid, p . 203. 
14 . 
sub ject of inquiry, too." 3 
Dr . Gerald Capl an ha s a lso empha siz.ed the i mp ort ance of 
intera ctions in t he professiona l setting, vvhen he states t hat 
"in cert ain professions) training in t he use of self is an 
int egral part of acquiring the professional discipline ." 4 
He discusses the need for t he nurse to have a 11more 
comfort able human relationship with the person with whom 
she is dealing" while "she does her ordinary techniques as 
Tf 5 a ••••••.••• nurse. 
~o be able to use oneself therapeutically snd also to 
be comfortable in doing so implies many things, but again, 
it i s based primarily on relationships. To understand 
oneself is necessary to understand the patient. The nurse 
should not do to or for the patient, but with the patient , 
and thus cannot function independently of the patient. 
3 
4 
5 
Peplau, Hildegarde E., Interpersonal Relations 
in Nursing, p. 115. 
Caplan , Gerald, Mental Health Aspects of 
Social Work in Public Health, p . 251. 
Ibid. , p . 1 5 5. 
-- - -= 
"~he aim in observation in nursing, when 
it is viewed as an interpersonal process, 
is the identification of i mpressions about 
the intera ctive drama of the pushes and 
pulls in t he relationship be~ween nurse 
and patient as they occur." o 
Dr. Norman Brill illustrates the same attitude in 
writing: 
11 
• ••••• t he nurse who is alert to ••• 
differences i DJ. her patient's responses, 
who is flexible in her approach, will be 
more successful than the one whose rigid 
personality happens only by cha nce to meet 
t he needs of a patient. 
One of the best ways to achieve t his 
flexibility i s t hrough self-understanding. 
15 . 
The person who does not understand himself cannot 
understand others. In hospitals and clinics 
where emphasis is pla ced on treating t he patient 
a.nd not just his disease, the nurse must observe 
the patient's mood and attitude, and be alert 
to what he says and does as she is to the c91or 
of his lips and the quality of his pulse." 
Just as the nurse performs in relation, to her patient, 
so does t he profession, of nursing perform in relation to 
other disciplines. We a re st ill str uggling to discover 
more effective means of establishing the relationships 
between disciplines which are essential for the total 
6 
7 
Peplau, Op. Cit., p. 263. 
Brill, Norman ~ . , "The Importance of Under-
standing Yourself," American Journal of 
Nursing , 57 :1326, Oct. , 19 57. 
16. 
patient care. 
Dr. Caplan feels t hat t he nurse is the generalist among 
many specialists, re quiring that she know a li0tle about all 
the other fields. The upgrading of nursing education will 
pave t he wa y for interdisciplinary relationships, as he illus-
trates in the following excerpt: 
"I feel that the difficulties inherent in 
the interpretation of t he patients' needs (by 
the nurse) to the specialists i s largely due 
to their perception of t he nurse as a worker 
of lower status whose reports are not likely 
to be very valuable. Increasing profession-
alization, as a result of better preparation , 
would improve t h is si~uation of interdiscipli-
nary collaboration." 
The writer believes t hat interdisciplinary educational 
opportunities are not often tapped, although frequently a 
wealth of learning is available and applicable. Sharing 
of resources and experiences can do much to promote under-
standing and acceptance of one another's roles, and as a 
result better co-operation and collaboration will ensue. 
If the people vvi thin the educational sphere, and the person 
utilizing t his opportunity, are willing to explore together, 
a meaningful experience can be had. 
8 
Caplan, Op. Cit., p. 286. 
----
- --==-==-~=--- ~-- ~ ---=---
9 
,, 
"When a wish is felt to participate 
actively with others in the solution of 
common problems and an individual feels 
he is fully accepted and respected as a 
person who can and does make choices, a 
tendency to move with others on the basis 
of collaborati~a relations is observable • 
• • • • • • it req_uireis' that an individual will 
recognize powers vvi thin himself that make 
it possible for him to share his feeling~ , 
experiences and knowledge with others." '7 
Peplau , On. Cit. , p. 114. 
17. 
li 
~--=-=-= 
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CH.APrER I I I. 
METHODOLOGY. 
Description of the Agency. 
From October, 1957, until May, 1958, the writer was com-
pleting her field work experience at The Children's Mission 
to Children, 320 Longwood Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts. 
This agency, founded in 1849, by a little girl in a Unitarian 
Sunday School, who wanted to help other children, is a privat 
children's agency affiliated with The Children's Medical Cen-
ter, 300 Longwood Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts. 
tion of this agency is -
The func-
Function: 
Types of 
children 
served: 
1 
To consider for service any child with a 
medical condition. 
Exceptions: children with contagious 
diseases, doubtful life expectancy, and 
severely retarded children. 
Boys over 12 years, where the medical 
problem is major, are handled by joint 
planning t hrough B~ston Children's Services, 
Boys' Department. 
1. Babies with medical problems and 
handicaps whose prognoses are fair 
to good. 
2. Children for whom placement away from 
home will help to clarify diagnoses. 
These may include psychosomatic condi-
tions. 
Children's Mission to Chi ldren. 1\ilimeograph 
Ser:irices 
include: 
I. 
3. Children needing medical super-
vision and special care not avail-
able in their own homes. This may 
be irr the nature of convalescent care 
o~ adjustment to chronic conditions, 
including nutritional disorders. 
Placement in individual foster homes, 
small group homes (Walker and Saltonstall) 
and otller appropriate ·resources; casework 
service to parents and children; consulta-
tion and advisory service to agencies and 
individuals. 
Placement. 
A Where this is needed to carry out 
medical care as indicated under types 
19. 
of children served and also where the 
child's own home is located an impossible 
distance from the medical institution 
and treatment must be frequent. 
B Where this is needed to evaluate long-
range plans because no family exists 
for the child. (either factually or 
because of his medical condition). 
1. In relation to adoption planning 
2. In relation to some other kind of 
substitute care, often eventually 
in co-operation with D.C.G. 
C Where placement is used as part of 
casework treatment (usually on a short-
time basis). 
1. Where the care involved, although 
not actually beyond mother's ability 
to carry out, is putting a severe 
drain on her physical strength and 
emotional resources and bringing 
out normal feelings of resentment 
toward child and creating undue 
sibling rivalry. 
2. Infants and pre-school children 
where the mother-child relationship 
has gotten off to a bad start and 
where the mother would seem to be 
able to use a corrective emotional 
experience with a caseworker and 
the .child with the foster mother, 
combined with carefully supervised 
visits of mother to child. 
3. Situations where mother's over-
protection is standing in the 
20. 
way of child's growth and where a 
period of separation, possibly for 
a. swnrner vacation or a school year, 
would be effective in breaking 
down this pattern. 
4. Situations where because of marital 
problems or broken families, a childt 
psychosexual development is being 
jeopardized, where a placement might 
help get child "through" to another 
stage; either into latency or greater 
adolescent independence. 
II. Without Placement. 
Services to children in their ovvn homes 
where referral suggests the mother might 
be able to make constructive use of more 
help in relation to family problems asso-
ciated with child's illness or handicap 
than can ordinarily be given in a clinic 
setup. This might include providing 
special experience for a ch ild outside 
his home, as in a nursery school and help 
in .. the utiliza.tion of other community re-
sources by the family. 
The agency personnel includes an executive secretary 
(who was the author's supervisor), a casework supervisor, 
four caseworkers, and one home finder, all of whom are 
trained social workers. At the time of the placement 
which is described in this study, :Chere were also two 
Boston University student s of social work at the agency. 
In addition to the s ocial service personnel, there is a 
medical director, a psychiatric consultant, one case aide, 
a financial secretary and two secretaries. 
-=~---~- ---
-
21. 
Selection arid Description of Sru~ple. 
While affiliated with Children's Mission, the writer 
was assigned two cases, for which, with supervision, she 
was responsible. It is from the written records of these 
cases that data are drawn for this study. Attentiom was 
centered primarily with only one family at any given period, 
and the amount of time spent in, field experience averaged 
to be twelve hours a week. 
The observations, impressions and feelings which can 
be directly substantiated from the written record or by 
discussion with the supervisor, are presented as they were 
experienced during the period of time spent at The Children's 
Mission. 
Because of the· attempt to describe the impressions and 
feelings which occurred during this new experience, the data 
also encompasses some of the expectations, impressions and 
feelings of the caseworkers within this agency, to determine 
if, in any way, they coincide with, or provide any basis for, 
the dealings described. 
Tools Used to Collect Data. 
The primary tool employed in this study was that of 
participant observation. A record is kept in the agency 
for each family with whom the agency is working, and the 
worker assigned to the family records each visit or contact 
' . 
22. 
with this family. As it became increasingly apparent that 
there were meaningful relationships in all phases of this 
experience, the written records were surveyea to determine 
any observable patterns in these relationships. The result 
of t h is survey was t hat the follo~ting categories were identi-
fied, and will be illustrated in this s tudy. 
1. On Beginning 
2. On Being Fed a nd Feeding 
3. On Practicing One's Own Role 
4. On Giving and Withholding 
The topics just cited reveal themselves in each of the 
categories within the problem of this study; in the super-
visory process; in client counseling and in the interdisci-
plinary relationships. Thus, each of these topics will be . 
developed and discussed in terms of the interrelationships 
of self, supervision, the clients, the agency personnel, and 
personnel of allied agencies. 
To provide information, in addition,_ to the writer ' s 
impressions, about the relationships which existed with the 
agency personnel, a questionnaire * was constructed to en-
compass the following: 
1. The expectations and feelings the workers 
had about the nurse coming to the agency. 
2. Any change of attitude toward the nurse 
and/or the experience as the affiliation 
progressed. 
3. The attitudes concerning continuance of 
this type of experience for the nurse. 
In May, after field work had bee:h completed; t he 
questionnaire was g iven to each social worker in the agency. 
The supervisor distributed and explained t he questionnaire, 
at a staff meeting, and the workers were told t hat they did 
not have to identify themselves. It was felt that in this 
vvay the workers might be f'reer to express themselves than in 
an interview setting or if they associated with the writer 
in completing the questionnaire, where, in a small 'office, 
they mi ght feel they could be readily identi f ied. To 
protect identity further, if it was desired by the workers, 
the questionnaires were not returned to the supervisor, but 
placed in a designated envelope in the office. 
By means of the methods just described, the experiences 
during a long term placement in a social work agency were 
presented and analyzed. These experiences would not be 
meaningful or illustrative if they were not presented, as 
they occurred, in relationships with other people, although 
the names of all these people . have been disguised. For 
this reason the narrative form of writing is used to present 
the data, and t he analysis of this data is by means of re-
flection and introspection. These a re t he feeling s of the 
3 
writer, and as Edna Byron has written: 
3 
Byron, Edna, ttpsychiatric Nursing in Maternity 
_Nur-sing~ Unpubli.Ph_ed Research Stud;y_ Boston 
University, Boston, 1956. 
Feelings are subjective fact to the one 
who feels. These same feelings may be 
hypothesis to another. 
With this, and . the following thought in mind, the 
examination and description of relationships with others 
are undertaken • 
.All human behavior is purposeful and goal 
seeking; it is energized by tension and 
anxiety; it is designed wittingly or un-
wittingly in terms of how an individual 
perceives himself in relation to others 
and in terms of skills and abilities he 
brings into play when his personality is 
threatened and requires that he defend 
himself. 4 
* See .Appendix A. 
4 
Peplau, Interpersonal Relations in Nursing, 
p. 132. 
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On Beginning. 
CH.APrER IV. 
FINDINGS. 
In October I visited The Children's Mission with one 
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of my instructors to discuss with the director, who was to 
be my supervisor during placement, the plans for this ex-
perience. I was eager to get started, but was aware that 
this would be different and felt a little unsure of myself. 
During this initif±l interview, I would have been quite con-
tent to sit and listen to my instructor and the director 
talk, but discovered I was expected to do much of the talk-
ing. I was insecure, and the reasons I had previously 
stated for choosing this experience now seemed rather vague 
and insignificant, and my speech seemed to me to be quite 
incoherent. When the director asked me to write my object-
ives for t his experience and bring them for her when I re-
turned, I was convinced t hat either I had not been clear, 
or she t hought I should give much more t.hought to what I ex-
pected to derive from this experience. 
The director centered her conversation around my pre-
vious experience and my future plans. She spoke quietly, 
and I was sensitive to what I termed the "social work" or 
''non-directive" approach. As my instructor and I left I 
made some remark about being uneasy with t his free and per-
~~~====-- -========~~~== 
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missive approach, expecting that it would not rema in this 
way. Structured learning and working situations within the 
realm of nursing had not permitted the amount of freedom 
which was being implied about t his learning experience . 
Late in October I began my experience at the agency . 
I was extremely nervous when I arrived at the agency, inter-
estingly, without my written objectives. I was so concerned 
that they were inadequate t hat I conveniently forgot to bring 
them with me. My anxiety heightened when my supervisor 
began by taking a social history . I resented this, feeling 
I was being put on the spot. I related t h is to some of my 
classmates later, and stated that I knew what was going on. 
I could not admit, however, that she had been successful in 
obtaining q_uite a bit of information about me and that she 
probably had a good picture of my behavior. As the strange 
in the agency, I felt that everyone was to know all about me, 
but I knew nothing about them, and at this point I really 
wondered what I was doing there. 
The next time I arrived at the agency, I did take the 
objectives 'Nhich I had written. I apologized for them, 
and was extremely surprised when I was told they were well 
thought out and quite sound. I thought that perhaps I 
would be accepted, but I remained somewhat sceptical. 
For the first few weeks I was given various records 
e. 
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to read and discuss with the supervisor. These records 
illustrated social work situations, such as - supportive 
case~:vork with parents, factors involved in an illegitimate 
pregnancy, types of foster l1omes , and t he various problems 
of the children in foster horne care. When these records 
were given to me tl1ree of t he foster mothers were identified 
to me as nurses, one who was not successful, one who gave 
limited help, and one who was considered by the a gency to 
be 11 a good foster mother". I was upset by t he s ingling 
out of t he nurse s and even more upset wh en it was s t ated 
t hat because of their rigid tra ining nurses did not often 
make good fo ster mother s. I f elt t ha t I was b eing told 
that be cau se I was a nurse, I could not succeed in t his 
fi e l d pl a cement. I r ebelled a t t he stereotyping of nur ses 
as ri gi d , fo r I wanted to be eva l uated a s a person , not a 
nurse . riowever , I had already ster eotyped my supervis or 
as having the " soci a l vvork approa ch" and wa s not eva luat i ng 
her a s a person. 
7he i mport an ce of c onfi dentia lity was stres sed s everal 
times , and e ven t hough the su~ ervisor sa id she f elt I would 
not di s cu ss the re cords i ndi s cr i mi nately, ot her s i n the 
a ge ncy ha d voiced t h i s a s one reason f or avoidi ng t he pre-
sen ce of a nur se i n t he agency . Aga i n I wa s offende d, 
t h i s t i me a t the stereotype of the never qui et , i ncessantly 
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gossi _ ing nurse. During one lunch hour I a l most gleefully 
notsd some of the caseworkers discussing their work at the 
table , v.Jith topics I would consider more confidential tha n 
those subjects nurses often discussed. At thi s time I :::ept 
te lling ~yself that nurses were people, and did offer some-
thing of value, and , at the same time, trying vali antly to 
concentrate on any fault I could discover about social workers 
The peak of feeling rejected and insignificant came 
when I was trying desperately to do things correctly and i n-
conspicuously. ~!hile reading my evaluation of a foster 
home, where the emphc.sis in t he evaluation. v'JaS in reference 
to a particul ar child, I went to the files and got the child ' 
record, tninking thi s vvould give me a more complete picture . 
1r he i mpression had been given that freedom exi sted in t his 
learning experience, and a lthough I thought at the time I 
wa s s.i.1owing initiative in wanting to learn, I probably was 
testing how far I could go, a.s I really didn ' t trust this 
perrni s siveness , expecting that l imits would be set . 1:'/b.en 
my supervisor noticed t ha t I had been reading this record, 
she exp l ained tllat permission from the caseworker responsible 
for each record should be obtained before taki ng the record 
to read . I felt severely reprimanded , being quite sure 
that anyone e l se in the agency could have taken the record 
to read, but I was excl uded s. s the outsider , the nurse . 
= 
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It be came .::1pparent t o me at t h i s t i me t ha t th~re v~ere 
secret s t hat onl y the social workers coul d know, a s had 
been evidenced to me bef or e by the la ck of soci al r ecor ds 
on pa t i ents ' ch&rts in hospit a l s , and t he lack of i nf orma-
t i on gi ven t o nurse s about t he social h i st or i es of pa t i ent s . 
Socic-,1 v~ orkers must have much more i.ra luab l e i nfo r mat i on 
sin ce it vvas not available t o j u st anyone , wher eas nur ses ' 
note s were const ant ly in evidence on pati ent s ' char ts, so 
mu st b e of l i tt le va l ue . I apologi zed fo r t aki ng t he r e -
cord , s aying I didn ' t know I should not have t ak en it , but 
want ed t o say "Vihy don ' t yo u j us t tell me you don ' t want me 
here " . 
I was extreBel y upset and wondered vvhen I vvoul d b e a c-
cepted , a nd what I coul d do t o be a ccepted. Vfhen I was 
t old about the r ecords, it was sa id t hat ot hers in the 
a gency were not t ot ally in favor of'the nurse being there . 
S ince most of my cont act had been with my supervi sor , and 
she had told me about t he record s , I t hought that she was 
saying other people d i dn ' t want 1:1e, but a ctually I f elt it 
was sh e who di dn ' t want me . My feelings of i nsecurity, 
a nd the i n cidents which heightened these f eelings , over-
shadowed a l l else t hat she was doing, which will be ill us -
trat ed l a ter i n t h is chapter . At t h is point I was only 
concerned in h aving someone l ike me and let me belong . 
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I was becoming so upset t hat it wa.s impossible to hide 
1 my feelings, and I realized the va lue of the entire year might 
I be lost if I was unable to work out my feelings . The oppor-
1 tunity to express my feelings occurred at school ~, in one class, 
II and individually with one instructor. I remember t hat severa 
~ things were suggested by my classmates and by the instructor, 
., but again I was so upset that I barely heard what was being 
said. ~owever, just being given the chance to talk about 
the situation was beneficial. I do recall two things which 
were said during t his time, both of which were quite appli-
cable to the situation. The first, wh ich I did not under-
stand at the time, was t hat I might have to nurse to become 
accepted. Looking back now on this experience, this is just 
~ what I did, and this behavior will be discussed later in the 
chapter. More significant was the question, t1.i\.re you seeing 
in your supervisor, someone else whom you thought was permis-
sive and to be trusted, only to find this person was quite 
autocratic?" Suddenly, I felt this was quite true, and from 
this time on began to look at my supervisor more as a person 
I was becoming acquainted with, and less like someone I al-
ready knew and didn't trust. 
During these first few weeks the other wor kers greeted 
me in a friendly manner, but I felt very left out . I was 
rarely included ' in the conversations , and several times I 
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felt that discussion pertinent to cases was avoided because 
I was present. I was quite pleased soon after the record 
incident to have one of the caseworkers say that I must be 
tired of all the reading, especially since I was reading 
some of her longest records . She stopped to discuss one of 
the records with me , and said I would probably be interested 
in reading another record which pertained to it . She also 
issued one of the first invitations for l umch that did not 
come directly from my supervisor. 
I qu ite often felt mo s t uncomfortable at lunch time, 
afraid I would not be asked to join the others, or even 
though I might be physically present, I still would not be 
really included. It w~s fai rly safe to concentrate on a 
record I was reading, but the threat of not being included 
ot herwise was difficult for me to handle . Several times 
when I felt most. insecure about this, I arranged to go to 
a nearby hospital where I had work ed, and did belong, and 
where I could relax and enjoy my lunch. 
These first few weeks demonstrate my own insecurity. 
I was looking for specific guidance and principles as evi-
denced by my mistrust of permissiveness, and yet at the 
same time resenting any attempt to set limits or hamper 
my learning. 
I had just begun to relax a little when I was assigned 
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my first case. I became quite anxious again, and looked 
for specific information as to how to perform. I wanted 
to know exactly what to do, and what to say. When direction 
was not given this specifically, my feelings again evidenced 
themselves, this time thinking that everyone wanted to prove 
that I, or more precisely a nurse, couldn ' t perform social 
work duties. Without their knowledge and skills they would 
watch me fail and then be able to say, "We were willing to 
try, but it didn ' t w_ork'". Interestingly, here I did not 
feel t hat my supervisor was specifically at fault·, but 
' ' 
placed the blame more generally on the whole agency. My 
supervisor was giving me quite a bit of support, saying she 
knew I would do well, gave broad direction, indicating I 
was a person and would act as an individual. Again, however, 
my insecurity overshadowed these aspects. 
I was concerned about my identity, and asked my super-
visor if I should tell the client I was a nurse or a social 
worker. Because the mother was pregnant and due to deliver 
soon, it was advised that if I said I was a nurse I might be 
of greater help to the mother • . Identification as a nurse 
was very welcome. My supervisor thought the nurse could 
help this mother, and I felt that maybe I was of some value. 
Also, by identifying myself as a nurse, I had some frame of 
. I 
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reference in which I could operate during this visit, and 
did not feel so lo st. 
Looking at the written record of this first visit, it 
can be seen tnat I functioned quite securely in my own role 
as a nurse, and led this entire interview as I did not know 
what to do when anything varied from prenatal and child care, 
as I knew it. This mother had two young daughters and was 
expecting a third child, so I could quite easily guide the 
topics along t nese lines. 
Discussion with my supervisor, follmving this visit, 
assisted me in seeing where I could have continued discussion 
which I had stopped, and sugges~ions were given as to various 
approaches I could make. For instance, at one point the 
mother was talking about her daugl1ter who had a heart condi-
tion. This was the child for whom the agency was going to 
provide foster home care while t ge motller was hospitalized 
for the birth of her t h ird ch ild. 
I commented on how active Shirley was, 
and mother responded that indeed she was 
and that she required no care different 
from any other child. --
I was too anxious myself in this new situation to help t he 
mother with her anxiety about her child's health, as I i .mn .... 
mediately followed her statement with -
I inquired what mother's plans were and 
what her understanding of our agency 's 
J work was. ~~~=. r===~==~~~~= =~==================~============~=========#==-===== 
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With help, I could see in my written record, another 
area which I could continue to investigate, but made no 
attempt to follow in this meeting. 
Mother has no telephone and knew of no 
one in the neighborhood through whom 
she could be reached. Seemed to have 
no close friends in neighborhood, but 
was going to be able to get to hospital 
if husband was at work. As I was pre-
paring to leave, mother said she hated t0 
see me go as she loves company and seldom 
has any. Because of steep stairs, she 
goes out little now and the children play 
on an outside porch. 
I could not support, or assist the mother with her 
feelings of loneliness. At this time I was extremely lone-
ly myself in an unfamiliar setting, and first responded to 
her comment by being sure tha t she would have transporta-
tion to the hospital, and secondly, by identifying the 
pregnancy as the reason she had no close fri ends, although 
she' had lived in the n eighborhood for quite a while and this 
did not explain why she had no visitors. My concern also 
centered on the children getting fresh air, and, in no way, 
did I exhibit awareness of the mother's loneliness. This 
mother supported me, however, when she said she "hated to 
see me go". I had found someone who wanted to talk with me, 
who accepted me. In contrast to my uneasy feelings when I 
entered this home, as I left I was already looking forward 
to returning. 
II 
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The supe+visor added support to the mother ' s by discuss-
ing this visit with me. I was not even sure how to write up 
the visit and my supervisor assured me that it was written 
well and inclusively. She gave me the impression I had done 
well during this visit, and even though she brought the dis-
cussions which I have already presented to my a.ttention, I 
did not feel I was being corrected, but just being encouraged 
to proceed further. She commented on the strengths or good 
points in this interview. For instance, the mother had been 
discussing placement of her child in a foster home: 
She felt this would be difficult for 
Shirley as she was so attached to mother. 
Mother stated that t his was because they 
had been so afraid of 'losing her' when 
she was four to six months old that they 
had indulged practically every wish. 
Until very recently Shirley would cry if mother 
went out of her sight. 
This conversation more closely cen:tered on my own area 
of knowledge and experience, and also did not contribute so 
strongly to my own feelings at the time. I was able to 
permit mother's expression of more of her feelings when I 
said: 
It would probably be difficult for mother 
to be separated also. 
]-.allowing this comment mother talked at length about 
the problem with which she and her husband were faced . 
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They had no one to care for Shirley while mother was hospi-
talized and they had never been separated from her before. 
At the end of this conversation mother gave me the first 
feeling that I was accepted and needed v.rhen she said: 
People must certainly appreciate places 
such as Children's Mission, when they 
could be so helpful. 
Although I did not yet feel that I belonged to the 
agency, since I was representing it to this mother, I felt 
the statement referred to me, and that I personally was 
giving this mother the help she wanted. 
In analyzing these first notes with my supervisor, 
she commended my awareness of the relationships exi sting 
between the mother and her two daughters. I had .written 
of several instances of interaction, but the paragraph 
which seems most illustrative follows: 
Several times while I was at this home, 
Donna (the older daughter) while playing, 
would reprimand Shirley (the child to be 
plac~d) or her dolls. She seemed to be 
acting as the mother did with her children. 
This did not seem to fluster the mother at 
all, and she seemed secure a.nd at ease with 
her children. 
After this visit and following the discussion with my 
supervisor, I had not been given any specific information 
as to how to proceed, which I had formerly desired, but I 
was much more at ease and felt that I was being given support 
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and guidance. 
The sup~ort from the mother during the first visit, 
the supervision provided following this visit , and the oppor-
tunities to verbalize and receive help with my anxieties 
outside the agency boundaries, helped me mobilize my abili -
ties to continue in this field experience, and greatly les-
sened my feelings of mistrust and loneliness. These feel-
ings never again rose to the height of anxiety exhibited 
( 
during the first weeks I was at the agency, and after this 
time I was able to verbalize or discuss my anxieties with 
my supervisor in the agency. 
How did the caseworkers feel about my presence in the 
agency during these first few weeks? 
* 
The first question 
on the questionnaire given to each casevvorker was designed 
to e:ticit responses which would serve to affirm or negate 
any basis for my feelings, as I have described them. 
Question No. 1. vrnat was your reaction when you were 
first told or approached about a nurse 
. coming to the agency for a field place-
ment? Vfhat did you thin..k? Vlhat did 
you feel? 
V/orker 
#1 
Responses. 
I was opposed to such an arrangement 
because I do not feel it is sound for 
the nurse or the agency (one offering 
casework service).. I have no reason 
to believe that my thinking and feeling 
on this issue are at variance with each 
----=-~=======-=-=-==-=-=-=====-~-==-=~-~-=-====== 
Wor ker 
#2 
' ).!. 3 Tt 
#4 
#5 
#6 
other or with my reaction. (It 
did not happen to be a new idea 
to me ) . 
I thought it would be interesting 
to try it out and see what inter-
disciplina ry t hinki ng might result. 
I felt 'open-minded'. 
My first t hought was ' what for'? 
I couldn't really see what place a 
nur se would have in our setting 
where in so many cases we are trying 
ha rd to de-emphasize the medical aspect 
of the problem in our work with parents. 
As I thought more about i t , I began to 
think it might be a goo d idea to expose 
nurses to 'first-hand' casework exper-
iences. 
I could not really see the point of a 
nurse coming for a field placement. 
I could see validity to having a nurse 
talk with casewor kers and read records 
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in order to understand t he nature of the 
work a social a gency performs. With the 
orientation C:M ha s for medical problems, 
t here is value of interpreting this work 
to those in the medical and nursing pro-
fessions. 
A positive reaction. I both t hought 
and felt it good to give placement in 
a social a gency as part of training of 
a nurse at a graduate level. (I have 
been exposed to t his in the past and 
seen positive results). 
Mildly interested, but only mildly. 
I did not realize nurse was coming 
for a long placement, thought it was 
for a few days or something. About 
t hat time the agency was having a lot 
of changes of s tudent socia l workers, 
student undergraduates, ca se aides, 
secretaries. It was all confusing 
-~==~================~====~=====-~~----------
Vlorlcer 
)17 
?( 
and I couldn ' t rE-member ti1eir 
naL1es and kee~p t ,le!!l straigi1t ~ 
k lss M. was just one fuore new 
face in tl1e office . 
I could not see vvhat the gurpose 
was nor how our agency could use 
a nurse . I f elt tl1at I would be 
willine; to ha ve l1er read s om.e of my 
records but I certa inly was not 
willing for .her to have Elny cont a ct 
with my clients, whose enotional 
problems far over- shadowed any 
medical problems . 
These res~onses illustrate a wide range of att i tudes 
toward t.he n·u.rse ' s :Qresence in the agency, three ,.,o11 kers 
no~ ~~iLC in favor of such a p l acement , one b e ing rather 
indifferent, two stating explici t rsa sons ·why they \·iouid 
try such an arre.ngement and one vvorlcer who s i mply stateR . 
E:lle l1ad "a ::~ositive reaction" . In these responses ccm 
be seen the emphasis p l a ced on t he nurse ' s Eedice.l orien-
tat ion , c.nd the idea t ha t she should ~lot at tea:pt to func -
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tion in an area concerned v1rit l1 orient at ion to the emotional . 
By the s Ew1e token , there e.re t l1e r es:ponses which indicate 
that because ti1e nurse is concerned "~ivit 11 the medical condi-
tion Ehe shoulJ be introduced to tne emotional orientation. 
Cnly one worker , 1:~2 , states that tilere would be any v a lue 
for both t.i:1e 11ur se and tile a t;ency . Thi s may possibly be 
i mplied frOI!~ t~_e res·oonse of v1orlcer f.L5 , but C:lll ot11er re -
spons e s are in terms of \Vhat wight or 111i ght not benefit 
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the nurse. Further information pertinent to this theme 
will be presented at the end of this chapter since it also 
has reference to all the other aspects which are developed 
in this :::tudy . 
*s ee Appendix A. 
On Being Fed and Feeding. 
These terms are chos en for this presentation because 
material t hings were often involved in the interactions 
during placement, and the behavior of the author with t he 
people with whom she came in contact varied as to the 
amount of informatioTh she fed to, or accepted from, the 
other person. 
As was mentioned earlier in this chapter, I spent 
the first few weelcs reading and discuss ing records wit h my 
supervisor. The agency was providing the initial f ood, 
I was being fed. To discuss something i mplies t hat two 
people are interacting, and I was asked if I had any 
questions or if there was any aspect of each record which 
I wished to .discuss. One record concerned a foster mother 
who had not been successful inproviding care for a foster 
child. In reading this record, I found that this foster 
mother' s own obstetrical history was included and was a 
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poor· one , v.ri tn s evera l lili s ca rri a.ges . b he di d j_ave t i<'O 
ch i l dren, on s of whom had been continually s ick and on 
s pe c ial d i ets a l tl1ou gl1 :the sympt on s an d t .i1e illnes s s eeme d 
rather vague. I t ol d t he super vi sor t hat in light of t ~1e 
foster mother' s own poor ob s t e ·t r i ca l h i s t ory , wi tl1 no e. p:pa -
rent phy s ica l reas on , and wl1at s e emed t o be her need to k eep 
her son ill, I would have questioned e ven attempting to use 
t h i s h ome . I n E!.y own experie nce I had lea rned t hat th i s 
t ype of ob stet r ica l h i s tor y often i mplied errlotional problems , 
i f n o phys ical bas i s wa s d iscernible . . F or t his s ame reason, 
I que st i oned u s e of another h ome wher e the mother had d e li v-
ere d each of lle r own cil ildr en prema turely . I was q_ui te 
sur prised when my s upe rvisor a sked if tllere were not ot .l1er 
reasons fb r a child b e ing premature, and told me that her 
daug.lter h ad been born :9r ematurely . I responded t ha t there 
had b een many physica l c ause s of prematurity, but there wa s 
no such c a use menti oned. in the r e cords about t hese foster 
mothers. I went on to explain t hat tlle r epetition of t h e 
p att e r n in suc ce s sive pregnancies was even more s i gnif icant 
if physic a l c ause was lacking . ldith each word, I becarrle 
LG.ore embarrassed and t hought I had hampered an already shal(y 
existence I felt i n t he agency . 
It appears significant t hat this occurred at the time 
my f eelings of anxiety were at t heir 11eak . Several things 
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. can be implied from this behavior. Quite early I was re-
belling at being fed, and wanted to prove that I had some-
thing to feed from my ovvn previous experiences . This also 
happened vvhen I was being fed with information about nurses 
and their shortcomings, and I was using these records to 
point to a fault in the social work performance, but employ-
ing the safety of presenting this as my own experience. In 
addition, it can be inferred that this was another way of 
testing the perrrissiveness I mistrusted. As a child, one 
must be fed before he can feed himself or someone else, and 
another interpretation of my uneasiness and embarrassment 
could be that I was attempting to feed before I permitted 
myself to be fed. During the remainder of the time when I 
was reading and discussing records, I tried to remain on the 
more obvious factors invdlved, and only delved into my own 
experiences to support the casework ~ather than to argue 
with it . 
My relationships with the clients can be examined in 
terms of feeding and being fed. With the first family, 
wnich I have introduced previously in this chapter, a very 
definite parallel between feeding vvith food and simultaneous-
ly feeding with inforrootion can be noted. Early in the 
notes of my first visit to this home I have written: 
l•J1other quickly invited me to the 
kitchen wh ere we would be more 
comfortable. 
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Although the kitchen was the setting for this meeting, 
no refreshment was offered. The mother did feed me with 
some inf ormation during the interview, but the bulk of feed-
ing was done by me in explaining the placement and future 
arrangements. I also led this conversation within safe 
limits for me. 
My second contact with this family was to transport 
the mother and two daughters to place Shirley in the 
foster home. By the very nature of t his visit, I was again 
in t he feeding role by providing transportation and explain-
ing the home to which Shirley was going. I also directed 
the way in which the mother should leave Shirley. 
We discussed how mother would leave her child. 
Mother felt that Shirley should not see her 
leave, and we talked about Shirley returning 
and needing to trust her mother, so that even 
though she probably would cry, she should know 
that her mother was leaving but would return. 
After we left the foster home, I took the mother and 
Donna to lunch, concentrating with the mother on soothing 
Donna, who was quite upset. I not only provided food, but 
also provided more information about the foster home, ans-
wered the mother's questions about how she could reach t he 
foster mother to inquire about Shirley, and, ini general, 
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tried to comfort the mother and her daughter. 
However, for a few minutes before we left the mother ' s 
home to take Shirley, the lilOther controlled the situation, 
and gave the first evidence of her need to provide or feed 
in this situation. 
When I arrived mother and bot h children 
were ready to go. Mother stated that 
she and her husband wished to pay toward 
Shirley 's board. I asked mother if she 
had planned around her hospital and moving 
bills , and she assured me that both she and 
her husband felt they were able to give 
this and wanted to very much. 
The third time I was with this family and the first time 
after ghirley had been placed demonstrates the beginning of 
the change in the relationship as to feeding and being fed. 
I spent a few minutes talking to Donna 
and mother invited me to the kitchen. 
The first of our conversation centered 
around mother ' s disappointment, and, I 
feel, anxiety in not yet having gone 
into labor. I sympathized with mother 
on what a hectic time this was for her; 
having a baby, planning for her family 
and moving to a new apartment . 
In direct response to this, mother related additional 
problems which had occurred , especially the death of hus -
band's grandmother , the explanation_,_ she and her husband had 
given to Donna and the effect the death and explanation 
might have on Donna. This information was related to me . 
I was not asked for inf-ormation, nor did I give it. My 
response was in support of what the mother had said . 
Children need a simple explanation and 
although they may not understand in our 
terms they build on this and understand 
more fully later. They only need to know 
t hat their parents will ansvver their questions. 
After t he mother told me of the grandmother' s death, 
she iw~ediately offered me a cup of coffee, which I accepted. 
I did feel a little uneasy about accepting the coffee, as it I 
had been my experience not to be permitted to accept any 
offering from a patient. Althou~l I was becoming much more 
a t ease with my supervisor, and she was continuously demon-
strating support, I was not able to ask if accepting food 
from clients was permissible, until I ha d visited t his home 
several more times. I felt at the time t hat the mother 
wanted and needed to do someth ing for me, and now I can see 
that I welcomed this gesture of friendship, and did not want 
to know that it nright not be acceptable. When I d id ask 
about t his, about a month later, I was told that it depended 
on the situation, that if the client wanted to give, and I 
felt it was all right to a ccept, then it certainly was per-
missible. This incident, perhaps in itself not a ma jor 
one, contributed greatly to my feeling that I was accepted 
by my supervisor as an individual who could make independent , 
valid decisions. 
Ivlother had mentioned during the first interview that 
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her husband's family was going to keep Donna while the mother 
was in the hospital, but that they were afraid to care for 
Shirley because of her heart condition. l•Iother had said 
that her husband was especially frightened by his daughter's 
physical condition. During this interview, after discussing 
the death of her husband's grandmother, mother again mentioned 
her husband's fear of caring for Shirley. Again I assumed 
the feeding role, providing suggestions as to how mot her might 
help husband begin to be more comfortable in caring for Shirle • 
He plays with Shirley when she is in her 
walker or chair, but is so frightened after 
he holds her he must put her down. I suggested 
that mother could perhaps ask him to do small 
things for Shirley which would mean only a few 
minutes of handling (while mother was present) 
and that gradually with short experience he 
might become more secure and see that he wasn't 
hurting Shirley. We also discussed the possibil-
ity that when mother comes home with a new baby, 
he may assume more and more care of Shirley. 
Mother seemed to think both of these suggestions 
applicable. 
Visiting the mother in the hospital following delivery 
of her third daughter, I was again in a familiar setting. 
I anticipated that much of the conversation might center on 
mother's delivery and hospitalization, and I could be com..; 
fortable in feeding the mother with my knowledge about these 
things. I immediately discovered, however, that this mother 
did not need this type of direction from me, and was now 
capable of controlling the situation and feeding me. 
I 
I 
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Mother's first remarks centered, not on 
her recent delivery, but that she and her 
husband had discussed Shirley's return, 
and decided mother should have two days 
after she returned home and then Shirley 
should come home on Wednesday . Mother 
said her husband would go get Shirley, and 
I told mother that this snould be arranged 
by the agency, explaining that we were re-
sponsible for returning the child. I told 
mother t hat I would arrange viith the foster 
mother and the agency ·for Shirley's return. 
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The mother went on to tell me that she and her husband 
had spent the evening discussing what they anticipated 
would occur with the children returning home. Aga in the 
mother looked to me only for affirmation of what she was 
saying . I felt I was becoming a good friend and. confidante, 
who provided help when an emergency arose, but was not a 
crutch preventing the mother from novv helping herself. I 
was now able to let t his mother take the feeding role. 
Shirley returned to her family, and the relationship 
between the mother and me continued to be a friendly, even 
exchange of co.nversation, with o oth of us feeding and being 
fed. I provided food by continuing to visit and talk with 
the mother, offering suggestions when directly asked, al-
though this was not often. I never again controlled or 
dominated the conversation. The mother now more openly 
fed during our discussions. She provided refreshments 
during each visit, generally offering them soon after I 
arrived, and cookies now were served with the coffee. Each 
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time I visited mother at her home, we sat in the kitchen to 
talk. 
This mother's desire and ability to now feed in this 
situation can be demonstrated by the written records. 
Mothe r immediately began to talk of 
Shirley and her adjustment home. 
She continued to describe Shirley's behavior and gave 
her own reasons, which were sound, for this behavior. 
It is i nteresting to note that just one month after 
mother and I had discussed the father's fear of caring for 
Shirley the following recording appears. 
11/iother is extremely pleased that husband now 
takes as much care of Shirley as he does of 
Donna. Mother says he just seemed to begin 
doing things for Shirley when she returned, 
and does not seem frightened with her now. 
Mother felt this was due to several things -
his joy in having her home again, Shirley's 
increased ability to tal{:e care of herself, 
and his feeling more capable of caring for 
the older girls and allowing mother to care 
for the new baby. 
I feel it is interesting that essentially the same 
things I had fed to the mother previously, the mother now 
fed back to me. I was pleased that what I had suggested 
as a possibility had proven itself to be true. However, 
the mother did not identify this as something I had said, 
but somet ~1ing which she knew and saw occurring. I was able 
to accept the satisfaction I felt without saying to the 
mother, "That's what I told you might happen". 
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Many more recordings could be used, but those already 
cited illustrate the relationship which was developing . 
After the first few meetings, I was able to share with my 
supervisor the experience I was having, but did not feel 
that I needed to asl<: what I should do each time I visited. 
I was beginning to feel quite secure, both with this family 
and with my supervisor. Eacll time my supervisor read t he 
notes of the visits, she co~nented positively and did not 
make any suggestion that I should be doing more or less t han 
I was . I enjoyed seeing this mother , and found t hat we 
talked at length about many thing s whi ch were not directly 
involved with planning for Shirley and her family. I was 
able to talk with the mother about her loneliness, discover-
ing t hat people in the neighborhood were older and that she 
longed to be vvit h people her own age. W'nen this family 
moved to a new apartment, they became acquainted quickly, 
and mother di d have friends whom s he enjoyed. 
Just as contact with this family was to be terminated, 
I again assumed a more active feeding role, after mother 
shared wi t h me a new problem which she and her husband were 
now facing. 
Mother asked if t he bill the Mission had 
sent could be paid in another week, as 
they were having some difficulty. I 
inquired about this, and mother said t hat 
at the end of the week her husband would 
be out of work . 
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Af:t er mot:ner told the complete st ory about t his I have 
written -
I tol d mother tlla t VJe would ilot expect 
the money until she had t ime to get every-
thing st r a i ghtened out. Mother was con-
cerned that the foster mother would not be 
paid. unti l they sent the money, and I ass·ured 
her this was not so. 
Tile talked about possibilities for work , and I suggest ed 
many areas where l1er hu sband might find employment. I wa s 
very concerned for the family, and worried a bout not having 
contact with them. f or a while as I was going on vacation. 
I again_felt t hat I should do something for then, although 
it had been evidenced that this family could help themselves. 
As I explained that I would be away , but would see the mother 
soon after I returned, mother reminded me of my role . 
She said she would look forward to seeing 
me as it vvas ' good just to have someone to 
talk with '. 
When I left rno.st of my concern had disappeared , and I 
felt, as I had prev1ously, that t his family could manage 
quite well. 
I n February I saw this mother again • 
. A.s usual, mother greeted me warmly , and 
q_uiclcly started conversation, catching me 
up on t he past few weeks. 
The husband had just returned to work two weeks before 
and t he mother described "just getting by" and \·~a s quite 
""-==="---=== --- -
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- l elieved that they "made it". 
l I had intended that this would be my last visit with l hi s family, but I hesitated i n light of the financial prob-
lems, and mother pe r mitted me to leave the way open for 
i nother visit. 
Mother asked if I would return once 
again after a month's time to see them, 
as she felt they would really have t heir 
feet on the g round then. 
The mother indicated that she wanted to share with me , 
he good and the bad. I was quite hesitant to terminate 
f
l relationship whi ch had provided me with sati sfacti on and 
ecurity . I further indicate my unwillingness to end t his 
elationship , as I have not yet made this visit, a lthough I 
now I must. 
I provided food when it was needed, a place for Shirley 
-hile her mother was hospit a lized, and as the relation.ship 
ontinued , t he other feeding ha s been shown. This mothe r 
provided me with the food I needed, both physically and 
~motionally, by accepting me as a friend and demonstrating 
~er own strength to keep moving forwa rd. 
Examinat i on of the record of the second family with 
whom I wa s involved, demonstrates the same elements of feed-
ing and being fed , although t he pattern i s somewha t diff erent 
In t i1is i nstance t he mother was hospitalized for a serious 
heart condition, and the agency provided foster horne care 
,, . 
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for her twin sons who had been born prematurely. Iviany more 
people were involved in working with this ramily , as the 
mother had been hospitalized in one hospital where she had 
established a vvarm relationship with her doctor and soc i al 
worker, Mrs. Smith. She was suddenly transferred to another 
-/ hospital, where a1l.other social vvorker , Mrs. J"one s, became 
J 
directly responsible, but Mrs. Smith kept up contact with the 
mother . I wa s involved as the representative of the agency 
caring f or the children, and thus was responsible for any-
thing concerning them. The twins were taken to a foster 
home on an emergency basis, when the mother was s uddenly hos-
p italized, for what wa s first expected to be a short term 
1 . placement. However, many factors later became apparent, 
and the situation warranted much more involvement t han vva s 
first thought necessary. 
Becaus e I had been welcomed by the f amily vvi th whom I 
f irst had conta ct, I was a little sur pr ised when I attempted 
to reach t l1is fat her and a rrange to s ee h i m. s:'he mother 
was being seen by Mrs. Jones, through whom I had cont act. 
r called the husband as he had not been seen since the child-
ren were p l a ced. 
Husband seemed to avoid talking ab out 
anything except how the twi ns were doing . 
He assured me that he would lHce to come 
to the office , but he worked rotating hours 
wh i ch n1ade thi s pra ctically impossible • 
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.After much f i guring and e .t1 couraging , an appointment vvas made . 
~Te st ill seemed q uite l~eluctant, but did agree to t ·ilis . 
':!:he l1.usband did not keep this appointment and I telephone d 
him 8gain , ti1i 2 t i me, actively feedi ng him. 
I centered ti1e conversa.tion around tile 
twins, telling him. that I had seen theEi. 
yesterdby , He seeued pleased about this, 
ae he 1).E·d not been <'.i ble to get out to see 
them because the roade were bad. I inquired 
hm;· everyt11ing was going Eilld he ended tiiis 
conversation by simply saying, ' as Vv'ell as ce.n 
be expected ', and then centered the conversa-
tion b "" ck to the c i1i ldren . 
I asked if he hsd been to see his wife , and 
he told me that he was g oing to visit her 
that afternoon. I told h u sband that :!: we. e 
El ~ o planni ng to see his wife t nat afternoon , 
and that perhap s I would meet h i r:J t here . I 
ex~leined tnat I would l i ke to me et him, as 
I was interested in him end al l of his faaily. 
I a g a i n attempted to make an appointment , 
saying I Would be ( at office) a ny afternoon 
next 1..veek t ~1t't t he cou l d come in. He promised 
to c c.;. ll me , or lec-.ve a messag e s.t the office 
ss to the time he could !!.lake 8 11 c.:.ppoint1c.ent . 
I begc: ~1 to feel thwarted ~!nd rejected . I w f.O tr,y ing 
to be he lpful, and was not appreciated . Some; of l !l feel -
i ngs ~;.;bout being able to perform in a c·oci s l 1;/0rk s itua tion 
began to reappe&r . The su)ervis i on I received lessened 
my feelings by emphas i zing mony r e a s ons why this Di gllt be 
occurring . ~he possible reasons cited were - thi s man 
"s s so burdened witn a sick wife, two young bab i es, and a 
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j ob to ho l d t ~1at i t we.s necessary f or him to run away; or , 
t i.!. is wa s ct mc.;n who had ne ver had to face responsibility; 
or , he mi gh t not wi sh to be 9l c.1 ced in t h i s type of relat i on-
ship with a woman . ..::,.s I .continued to ha ve difficult~ i n 
contc:cti11g this me.n , my supervisor Et nd I talked ab out t ne 
situation and t.he :pictur·e wn ich was being presented, and I 
fe l t comfort a ble that t he l a ck of contact with thi s man wa s 
not my per s ona l failure . Tnis initia l help WElS the bBs i s 
for my need and continued use of supervision in this rela -
tionship , which was to ~rovide even more difficulties for me . 
The mother had now been transferred to the second 
hos_pi tal, and L[r s . Smith who had :first been involved met 
me and introduced He to the mother. This social work er 
provided a great deal of support . During t his first r e e t -
ing sl1e tol d me of IL~ot :ner ' s progress and wha t she knew of 
the family p roblems . lv~ore important t han the i nformation 
vJas the warmth s he offered . I felt after ta l king with he r 
that I was almost capable of :perfo r ming mira cles. 
In the beginning , my role with the mother wa s one of 
feeding her information ab out her children . 
Lirs . Smi th introdu ced me, immediately saying 
t h at I had seen t he twins ye sterday. ~~ther 
i mmediate l y smiled broadly, and nearly jw-o.ped 
out of the bed with eager questions . For 
quite a while the only conversation centered 
armmd the twins . 
.==....:....:....::=. -----
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Feeding t his mother wi th inform&t ion about her ch ildren 
ca n be seen a s a n ore or less promi nent part of all the en-
suing notes , but in the early meetings it was the primary 
conversat ion . 
fJ-:' he recor d of the f i rst me eting with the mother a l s o 
illustrates my first introduction to the hus band. The 
first s entences wr itten about t his i nterview demonstrat e my 
concern of what my relationship with this man would be . 
Later: 
rur s . Smith and I arr ived at t he mother's 
room, har husba nd was vi s iting . He was 
mos t cordial to both of us, but I had t he 
fe eling t hat he woul d rather not be there . 
Aft er a brief time 1\irs. Smith excused her-
self , and a l most i nMediately the husband 
sa id , 1 You don 1 t want anything more of Ele?' 
I assured him I would welcome his staying 
to talk, but he sa id that it was late and 
that he must start home. 
I again felt rebuffed and uncomfortable. 
I remained only a short time with t he mother 
feeling that at this time I would only be 
concerned with getting acquainted. 
r~iy own feeling that I had been rejected interferred 
wi th my ability to continue talking with the mother, and 
I ~ejected her . 
From thi s time, I continued to see the mother regularly, 
and the pattern of t hese meetings can be traced. However, 
since my relationship with t he husband was an extremely 
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meaningful one, yet with brief actual contact, it seems 
well to present t his material now. 
I continued to telephone the husband, attempting to 
make an appointment to s ee him. Each time I was spoken to 
cordially, and each time an appointment was made and not kept 
I called the hus band who vvas having 'sinus 
trouble ', but said he would be able to see 
me on Friday. Although he told me he could 
not come in before J:<"~riday, in talking with 
Mrs. Jones she said ·che husband had an appoint-
ment with her this afternoon . 
I hoped the husband would not keep this appointment 
with the other social worker, so that I would not be the 
only one failing to make contact with this man . He did 
not keep the appointment with her, nor did he keep the one 
with me on Friday. 
At this point I became angry. Each time I would wait 
for the husband to appear, and he never did . I felt I was 
putting myself out to be present, but he d1dn 't even have 
the courtesy to c all and say he was unable to make the ap-
pointment. 
My supervisor sympathized with how difficult this man 
was making it for me. She positively suggested at this 
point t l.L at I not ask hir.r:L to call if he couldn't keep the 
appointment, as I had been doing, but that I should give 
hi m t he idea that_ I expected him to be present . In look-
ing at this now, my own di scomfort and anger at being re-
-------
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jected, caused me to approach this husband in a negative way, 
which reinforced his own negative feelings. 
Several days later Mrs. Jones called to say that the 
husband was in her office and would come to see me right 
away if I was not busy. I was not comfortable with this 
s.ocial ·worker and at this point resented that she talked 
with the husband first, but I did appreciate her making the 
arrangements for me to see him also. The husband arrived 
within a few minutes and I did not get a chance to talk with 
my supervisor, although I would have welcomed the opportunity 
to again ask what and how to do. 
The record of this first interview with the husband 
speaks for itself. I was so threatened that I constantly 
inquired, emphasized and pointed out, and was not able to 
. invite or allow the husband to lead the discussion at any 
point . 
Husband arrived at the office, left to 
get cigarettes and then returned. 
I expected that he would not return, which demonstrated 
my still neg1tive attitude. 
He immediately said that he was sorry 
that he didn't see me Friday, but that 
he was 'terrible ' at keeping appointments. 
No other explanation was offered. 
I was furious that he didn't feel I warranted more of 
an explanation than this. I wanted to be fed in the sense 
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tnat I expected to be appreciated. 
I told the husband I was glad he had come 
now, as we wanted to vvork together in making 
plans. He told me he had just been talking 
to Ivirs. Jones about this, so I inquired what 
plans had been made. 
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'I'he husband stated that his wife was returning with the 
babies to her family in the mid-we st, but he was unable to go 
with his wife. I reacted to this, feeling that he was shirk-
ing his responsibility. I had been fed with the information 
by Mrs. Jones that he was remaining here and sending his wife 
to her family. She had said that she felt this meant the end 
of the family and had tried to focus his planning on joining 
his wife and children. I maintained this same attitude and 
concentrated on factual material, not eliciting any expression 
of the husband's feelings, and actively fed him with my atti-
tudes in an attempt to make him assume the responsibility I 
felt he should have. 
The husband had given the reason for not returning with 
his wife as ha ving difficulty in finding work. 
I suggested hospital work (which he was 
doing now), but he stated thi s was not 
his interest, that this was only temp-
orary. 
I didn't investigate or seem interested in what he would 
prefer, but immediately continued driving him to answer me. 
I tried to discover how he felt about his 
wife and children being separated from him, 
and he stated, matter of factly, that he 
---:= -
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would miss t he boys and his wife, but that 
t h is was t he best solution. 
It appears that I was attempting to make him feel 
guilty, so t hat he would accept my opinions. Also, I was 
so insecure myself, t hat I could not have handled any ex-
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pression of his feelings. At this point the entire inter-
view turned to brief answers to my direct questions about 
packing, moving , e quipment for the children, finances, etc., 
while I constantly empha sized t he need for u s to work to-
gether, yet certainly not permitting this. I was t he one 
who was working and insi sting he do a s I thought he should . 
At one point the husband showed that he was upset by 
his previous conversation with lvi:rs. Jones when he related -
She pointed out the possibility of his 
getting ' involved' with someone else. 
I continued to i mpose more of the same treatment which 
had upset him, rather t han help him express his feelings 
about t h is. Not only was I too concerned myself to allow 
this expression, but I felt t ha t ethically I could not side 
with him against another worker, although I would have lik ed 
to. 
I mentioned that the length of time of separation 
might make a difference, and asked when he t hought he 
might join his wife. 
:h y ne gative attitude that thi s mo.n would not do what 
I considered to be right, is demonstrated by the last para-
graph recorded of this interview. 
With each subject brought up, the husband 
seemed to feel that there was little to 
discuss, that the anS'i·vers had been reached. 
I emphasized again our interest in helping 
them arrive at the best decisions, and that 
after . he, his wife and Mrs. .Jones had dis-
cussed the plans, he might like to return and 
talk with me, so that I also would know ·and 
could help where possible. 
The husband would not make any definite appointment, 
·but very graciously said he would call me. I was again 
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upset and angry that I had given to hirn, but that he refused 
to give anything to me. 
Without supervision and support I would never have 
moved beyond this type of relationship with this man. r.Iy 
supervisor again sympathized with what a difficult person 
this was to work with, while she and I discussed this first 
record. ·with her help I began to see what I had done which 
made the situation even more difficult for myself. Step by 
step the recording was discussed, with the result that I was 
able to make interpretations, as I have presented, of this 
interview. I mentioned while discussing this record with 
my supervisor that I had been aware that t he husband was 
upset vvith Mrs • .Jones, but that I w.as unable to side with a 
client or patient against another professional person in-
valved. I was afraid I would show how much I disliked 
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this woman, and ethically I could not do this with a client 
with whom both of us were working . I was gi ven the suggest-
ion of being positive and yet supporting the client, by say-
ing something like, "It i s difficult for you, isn't it?", 
or «s he is so interested in you, and so eager to help, that 
sometimes things are said in the wrong way". As I expresse 
my feelings about Iv!rs . Jones I was given additional support 
by rny supervisor ·when she explained t hat social workers some-
times have difficulty working with one another, and that it. 
was not unusual for me to have met someone with whom I could 
not work easily. I had felt secure for a long time with 
my supervisor, sensing that I was free to express how I felt, 
and this relationship now involved equality in feeding and 
being fed, rather than only one member feeding the relation-
ship. 
'I'he simple suggestion that if I could express an inter-
est in the husband ' s work and plans, I might elicit his 
feelings, plus the support I was given , provided the impetus 
to move forward in tl1is relationship. Abo ut one week after 
the first interview the husband returned to talk with me . 
He asked about the twins as he still 
hadn ' t visited them. 
I fed him quite a bit of information about the twins. 
I then mentioned t hat I had seen his wife the day before , 
_I 
and that she seemed a little low in spirit . 
Husband readily agreed, but said that 
when she got with her family she would 
be all right. 
I again felt that he merely wanted to get r i d of his 
wife, but t h i s time I did not i mpose my opinions . 
result, he continued to talk, saying -
and 
t ha t a woman ' s whole life was love, . 
his Wife· would have the boys to "manifest 
her l ove in". 
A little later: 
A s a 
I inquired about his plans . He replied 
with ' keep my job, at least for the present '. 
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I was able to ,not e.tuphasize that he needed to keep his 
job to support his wife .and children, or sugge st other em-
p loyment as I had in the first meeting. In response to 
his statement -
I said he did not seem to be extremely 
satisfied with this job, and asked what 
he would eventually like to do. 
I had e mployed the suggestion given by my supervisor, 
and was amazed at the response. r his man talked for almost 
an hour, vith little direction from me . wnen he had fin-
ished I had a very clear picture of the man I had been t alk-
ing to . 
He discussed his desire to be a part of the entertain-
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ment world, employing "expressive, expansive speech" , and 
spoke several times of "living, not just existing". 
My difficulty in this interview was in knowing how to 
stop or channel the information I was fed. I was threatened 
by his attitude toward me, which seemed quite seductive, and 
his attempts to embarrass me. I had to concentrate on re-
maining neutral, especially since I had previously imposed 
myself so strongly. 
The husband spoke at length about the Bohemian way 
of life, and asked me if I would like this. I mana ged to 
avoid a definite answer by saying that I had never had the 
opportunity and guessed I had never thought much about it. 
He then went on to say -
People have phony fronts, but the real 
people, without make-up, are the gamblers, 
pimps and entertainers. 
I was flustered by this, as I was now listening to 
somet i1ing I was quite unfamiliar with, and I had never met 
anyone who selected this type of person as an idol. Iiiy own 
ingrained values of morality did not meet his statement 
either. Ivluch of my discomfort , however , was because I felt 
he was saying, "You are a phony". 
After a vvhile I said that he seemed to 
have such strong feelings about getting 
into the entertainment field, that I 
wondered how his wife felt about this, 
and if he had made definite plans . 
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Again he spoke at length about a woman's interest being 
in the home, but that men were different . He continued, and 
described very warm feelings toward his wife . He again men-
tioned Mrs . Jones, who had said he would get ttinvolved'' with 
someone else. 
I said she meant well, and was so concerned 
vvi th helping that sometimes things were said 
rather bluntly. He agreed to this and simply 
said, 'she's old school'. 
I was so amazed that he had a ccurately described how I 
felt about her, that I laug11ed, and he responded by l aughing 
with me . 
As the interview came to an end, I attempted to arrange 
another meeting, but again he said he would call, and I told 
him I would look forward to talking with him again. 
In contrast to the first meet ing, I did not direct what 
we would talk about when he returned. Also , in contrast, I 
really did look forward to another meeting. I was again 
being fed in a relationship, and the desire to continue to 
receive, as well as to give, seems evident. 
My supervisor met this man as he was leaving the office 
following this second interview. Before I related anything 
which had occurred, she said, "I knew from his expression 
that he had been talking". I was tremendously pleased that 
she knew I had improved in performance, even before I dis-
cussed this interview with her. I was supported as I ex-
~-
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pressed the feelings I had as I listened to the husband talk, 
and was given ~uite a bit of credit for succeeding in this 
interview, although I had fed the client with ~uestions and 
responses exactly as they had been fed to me by my super-
visor. My supervisor also cautioned me not to be concerned 
if I again had difficulty in getting this man to keep an ap-
pointment, saying that it was not unusual for the person to 
again keep away after they first have started to talk. 
This advice was most helpful, as I was immediately unable 
to obtain an interview, and the circumstances ·which soon 
evidenced themselves increased this difficulty and the only 
other contact I had with this man was by telephone. 
The relationship with the mother can now be examined. 
During the first few meetings I led the discussion, feeding 
t he mother with information about her children. I had a 
tendency to directly ~uestion her about her plans, as I was 
concerned about this with her husband, and as a result was 
unable to heed some of the clues the mothe r was offering. 
Mother related that husband had not been 
in to visit regularly . 
To this I responded: 
I encouraged mother to talk over plans 
completely with her husband, so that they 
could decide what was the best p lan for 
all of them. 
I was attempting to direct mother's plans along the 
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lines I felt were right, probably enlisting her aid to get 
her husband to agree with me . Iv.iother again indicated a need 
to express her feeling s about her husband, and I did not 
permit this. 
As I was leaving, I asked mother if she 
needed anything, and in a sudden rush of 
words , mother said that the only things 
she really wanted and needed were pajamas, 
etc., which she had asked her husband to 
bring in over a week ago, and he has not 
brought them. Iv.!other had asked :Mrs. Jones 
to call him and ask him to bring these things, 
but he was always too busy or couldn't find 
the things she wanted. k other left this 
conversation as quickly as she started it, by 
asking me when I would return. I told 
mother I would see her next Tuesday, and we 
could talk of her leaving the hospital, that 
by that time she and her husband would have 
ta l k ed about their plans. 
I felt that the husb.and was not ac~cepting his respon-
sibilities , and when the mother expressed these same feel-
ings, I was so threatened by my own inability to contact 
him, that I could not allow mother to express her feelings 
while I was still concerned with the same problem. .nlso, 
my focus at thi s t ime was pri marily to maintain the fa.o.ily 
relationships, and constantly directed their planning toward 
this. 
Wi th the suggestion of my supervisor, I began tak ing 
things, such as candy and cigarett es, to the mother a l most 
each time I visited. As I fed physically and v,;ith infor-
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mation, the mother began to feed me vvith some of the situatio 
in which she was involved . Although I was stil l providing 
most of the food in this situation , she began to tell me a 
little a bout her f am~ly and her re l ationship with her husband . 
I fel t tha t she was a ccepting me , and t:O.at she would b e come 
freer to t alk in this relationship . A week after I had seen 
the husband for t he second time, and just as I be gan to be 
comfortab le t hat the mother wa s a ccepting me, I was upset by 
the following incident . 
!.~ other greeted me cheer fully e. nd with a broad smile. 
I w as struck by t h i s greeting a s the mother had been rathe r 
de j ected when I Ir!e t her greviously . After t a l king about 
the cl1ildr en for qui te a while, I asked 1110ther about he-r 
p l ans . 
I a sked mother if she h8d continued with 
he r pl ans , or if there ·wa s anythi ng new 
t h s t I mi ght not know about . Eother with 
e skile answer ed ' everything is new '. 
J.~othe :r want on to relate s he was stayi ng 
here, not going to her fa~ily, but refused 
t o tell me anything about her ) lans, or whst 
cuufjecl the chE<nge of plsn .s . She s i mpl y 
stated, 'I do not ·want t o tel l you, - ask , 
Mrs . Jones , end she wi 11 tell you about it. ' 
I euggested t he.t she s eened m.ore content 
vvi t .h t hie dec i s ion than the previous one , 
and mother said , ' I ·ELITe ·am , but I don ' t 
'<v&nt to ta llc e.bout it '. 
I was hurt ond puzzled not to be i ncluded , and f e l t I 
had f a i l ed becat.1 se l:.irs . Jones had become the Hore i mport ant 
-~~-----
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per son to t h is mother . After t h i s vi 8it, when I ca lled t he 
othe r worker, she would no t t ell me t he s tory . 
[j.1e said tnat it \11' 1:} s a very complicat ed 
eituation, but lilOt~ner na d a sked t hat no one 
be told , and she felt she shoul d spe ci f i -
ca lly as~ mother ' s p ermission, telling mother 
that she felt I snould know t he s ituat i on . 
I vrc e s t ill left out , thi s til!le by :i<rs . J ones . However 
b efore long, t his wo rL: e.r caLlS to the of fice and related the 
.... ituation to me . r~ ' he mother was not married , and t_ e man 
wh o was pos i ng as he r husba nd was not even the father of th e 
twins , but mothe r e.nd the man I knevv as the husbsnd 'vVere in 
love with one another . The hlother' s family were aware of 
the 2ituation, but t he mother was afra id the y 'J· .. olild not e c-
cept her vlhen she returned t o live with them , and v,roul d 
punish he r for ha ving become i nv olved in this k ind of s i tua-
tion . A d oct or who was caring for this mother h~d been the 
_9erson to whom the mother turned, an d he h8d told the other 
worker ab out the mothe r ' s problem . I vilas relieved and 
p leased that it h ad not been Mrs . Jones to whom the n other 
t urned . 
I was concerned at t his t i mB for several r e asons . 
~ir st, I felt guilty at having judged the man I thought to 
be t he hu sband in t he way I d id, for it now was a very dif-
ferent situation than what was first appa rent . While p l an-
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ning for thi::: fami ly , it was decided , during a confe renc e of 
the people involved, t hat I would n ow be responsible for 
talking with the t wo men involv ed about supp or t, vvi t h the 
mother ebout her' future p lans for herself and her c hildren . 
S.'he s itu_ation had become muc 11 more qi f ficu.lt, end I fe lt in-
adequate . Hmvever , my c:upervisor· gave 110 indicat ion that 
she felt I could not h c:.. ndle t ll ie, and. "ve tall·;::ed toget11er of 
what our u l t i HlBte goals would be . Again , I be gan to move 
fo r - ard v. ithout b eing tln~eatened by the ::: ituation , because I 
felt lay c af)B. bilities vvere :1m. t~ kttown end trusted • 
.'ro.en I f in=.t vi s i te d t he J. t10ther after being to l d the 
true s ituat i on, it was ne cessary for me to primarily fe ed 
i n tni s ~el ationship again . We first spok e a t length a bout 
the children, and t he n I vas ab l e t o t ell the l!lot :1e r I had 
s noken ·v.·i t i1 l·.'! rs . Jones . 
I told moth er I ~ad s 9oken with l~s . Jones 
and I knew hmv difficult thef.:e dec i sions a nd 
p lan s were . Lot 1e r sr•i l e d weakl y , ·:E11i f!E id 
Yery g_u iet l y , that she had cnother letter from 
her sister and that t hey were still anxi ous for 
her to co11le home . 
I continued to fe ed t l1e mother f.,o that sne could t rus t 
The and confide in me . 
l'i! Ot jler asked if I had c elled I~!J.rs . Smith . 
When I ssked _r.other if s:i:le wa .nted Be to c all , 
the mother ' ::: res1)on[~ e wa s , ' not )E~ rt iculc:H ly ' . 
I assured l' other t.:wt hhen c,ny of u s t~lked 
wi th krs . ~hli th we wou ld only tel l her that 
n...other was still at t he ilOS.Jital . Lother i m-
mediately smiled and be gan a varied con-
versation. 
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From this t ime mother be came more and more able to talk 
with me, and soon spontaneously voiced her feelings, and vva s 
able to malce her own de cisions and plans. I continued t o 
feed the mother with material things, and when mother aga in 
decided t o return to her family, and we were unable to quick -
ly arrange for her transportation, I again had to feed t his 
relationship in many ways . During the last few week s of the 
mother's hospitalization, I constantly assured mother of my 
interest in her, investigated possibilities for financial 
assistance, made plane reservations, contacted her family 
and arranged for f oster mother to bring the twins to visit 
their mother. At the end of each visit, as I was leaving , 
mother would ask me to bring her something the next time I 
came . Now instead of asking just for something to eat, or 
something sweet, mother would ask for specific items, such 
as chocolate chip cookies, a notebook or stationery. 
Although I wa s feeding this relationship again, Ibegan 
to encourage the mother to begin to feed herself by writing 
her s i ster and mak ing some of the arrangements herself. 
In contrast to these last visits in t he hospital, when 
I visited t he mother in her home just before she left to 
join her family, I was no longer treated as the provider. 
The mother began to show evidence of being able to provide. 
I':lOther looked like a completely different 
:person . She gre eted me warm.l y , and invit ed 
me i nt o the living room . 
iVhen I commented how ni ce the mothe r looked , 
she beamed and sa id she felt ve ry well, and was 
quite content and happy . 
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I suggest ed that t hings were going rather smoot h-; 
l y between mothe r and l\ir. Howard (the man who had 
posed a s the hu sband) and mother read ily af firmed 
t his. .She went on to di scuss her return to her 
family . 
In a ddition to talking quite f r eely during t his visit, 
t he mother offered me cookies and tonic, the first time she 
had offered fue a ny material thing . At the time of this 
l a st vi s it with t he mother t he relationshi p seemed to be 
one of friendly i ntera cti on to a degree that had neyer before 
exi sted . I had provided all t nat wa s e xpe cted of me, now 
that the mother 1JVas on her way to her family . Also , she 
was now t he ho stess in her own home, no longer was she in 
dependent setting, the hospital. I was at ease and truly 
felt sat i sfied in t his relationship. 
I did not r ely on supervision a s t his relationship 
progressed, as much as I d i d early in this case, 9r in t he 
previous case. I was able to ident ify many factors myself, 
and proceed in accordan ce with what I sew . The early and 
continued support I rec eived f .rom M:rs. Smith , who wa s the 
first worker to be involved with thi s family, in addi tion to 
t hat ~1ich I was gett ing in t he agency, greatly lessened my 
feelings of inadequacy, and eased my difficulties in working 
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with the social worker with whom I was not too col'l1ortable. 
Probably the most important factor , however, was my comfort 
in t he agency . I novv felt I belonged , . sharing the progress 
of this case vvi t h the other vmrkers, being sympathized with 
in t hat this case had become so involved, and being teased 
to · hurry my pl anning, so that the other ·workers could use 
the foster home I was using for the twi~s . I could now 
feed within the agency, as well asto be fed. Some of the 
factors involved before t his comfort was realized can be 
traced in the discussion concerning the practice of my own 
role, nursing. 
On Practicing Own Role . 
My role as a nurse 6ould not be discontinued easily 
by me, or seemingly, by the agency. I relied on my exper-
ience as a nurse, and felt it could be valuable in this 
setting . The agency per sonnel first heard of, and met , a 
nurse, not knowing anything else about the person. This 
was indicated also by the responses already cited, to the 
questionnaire. 
I was extremely thankful, and still am, t nat I was 
first given an assigiTQent which could include so much of 
my nursing role. I was not yet able to release my familiar 
role, and wa s quite threatened when the intercessory of 
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physica l c are was removed, leaving only my manner and words 
to establish a relationship. At least t he major topics of 
discu ssion during the fir st family relationship were quite 
familiar to me. I n addition, my supervisor gave me permis-
sion to identify myself to the family as a nurse. The re-
, cording of my first interviews demonstrate my need for this, 
and t he emphasis I placed on my role as a nurse . 
(See Appendix A). 
The initial visit began: 
I first inquired about how the mot her had 
been, and was feeling now. 
and continued: 
There was quite a bit of general conversa-
tion concerning the mot her's pregnancy, and 
during this time t he mother told me that she 
had not been able to keep her last appoint -
ments, (prenatal clinic) because of the diffi-
culty of, finding someone t o care for the children, 
and she nmv felt unable tiD cope with both child-
ren while traveling. Mother expressed he r con-
fidence in her obstetric care and tolEi me that 
everyone was so helpful. She had some fear about 
other babies being born with defects, but the 
doctor had talked to her quite a bit, and she now 
felt much better. Mother expressed her and 
husband's wish for four or five children, and 
this coming baby seems wanted. 
My concern that the mother keep her prenatal appoint -
ments began in t his very first meeting. 
I asked if there were ani relatives or 
neighbors who could care for the ch ildren, 
so that she could keep the hospital appoint-
ments. Mother said that all of her frunily 
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are in New Jersey and husband'::: relatives 
have their own families to care for. However, 
one of husband's relatives is going to keep 
Donna while mother is in t he hospital. 
The third visit with thi-s mother demonstrates how 
anxious I became when I could not function completely in a 
nursing role. Near the end of this visit: 
b other and I were discussing again t heir 
visit to Shirley (in foster home) when 
Donna (older daughter) came up and asked 
me if I knew what mother had done. Vfuen 
I said no, Donna said her mother had fallen. 
I was surprised and very concerned for the 
mother, and asked mother when this happened. 
l\!fother said that right after I had left the !Jre-
vious Friday, after taking Shirley to the 
foster home, mother and Donna had gone to the 
store for bread. As she was crossing the main 
street she fell forward onto her abdomen . 
(Described the fall then). I inquired if 
mother had called or gone to the clinic. She 
said no, because she didn 't seem hurt, had 
watched for the baby's movements and that the 
baby continued to be quite active. The re also 
had been no staining. I asked mother if she 
had told them she had fallen when she went to 
the clinic yesterday. lV.fother said her appoint -
ment was changed and she vv-as going tomorrow. 
In encouraging, since I don't know all of 
motl1er's reasons for not keeping her clinic 
appointments, I emphasized that they could 
probably estimate how near she was to going 
into labor, and felt that since she has such 
a desire to have t his baby soon, this might 
influence her attending clinic. Donna was 
beginning to require mother 's attention, and 
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I felt any fu.rtl1er conversation would be diffi-
cult and not very meaningful, so I was not able 
to further d iscuss prenatal care with the mother. 
When I returned to the agency I was very upset and 
worried, and I related t hi s story to my supervisor. She 
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said she knew this worried me, and asked what I felt I should 
do. .ill y response was that I would feel much better if I 
could take a blood pressure cuff, and a fetoscope with me to 
che ck the condition of t his mother and baby. My supervisor 
suggested that I call the visiting nurse and ask her to call 
on the mother. I then realized how se~sible t his was, but 
until this was suggested, I never thought of calling another 
nurse, as I was still funct i oning as a nurse, and felt these 
should be my duties . 
Although I continued to be concerned with practicing 
my own role, the amount of time I spent in, this role began 
to decrease, and I did not again need to perform with phys i -
cal care, although there were times when I would have been 
more comfortable if I could have practiced in this way. 
In the recordings of later meetings, the way I prac-
ticed my own role can be seen. When I visited the mother 
i mmediately after she had returned from the hospital, I 
recorded the following: 
Mother met me at the door after coming 
down fairly steep flight of stairs. I 
mentioned that she should be careful of 
the stairs for a while. 
Mother invited me into the kitchen, where 
I noticed a large p an of clothes which had 
recently been washed. I inquired about 
mother ' s health and the extent of activity 
she ha d resumed. 
I 
I asked if it were possible for mother to 
lie down at any time during the day. 
I remarked that the apartment seemed well 
settled, and that mother should try to get 
her .ovvn rest and care for the children, trying 
to disregard the other t hings until she was on 
her feet. 
The emphasis I pla ced on the mother ' s physical well-
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being permitted me to express my interest in the mother in a 
way with which I was familiar. By initially being permitted 
to be comfortable myself, I was able to increasingly permit 
the mother's direction of the conversation. For instance, 
the day Shirley returned home another obvious health aspect 
presented itself, but I approached it quite differently 
than I d id the day I heard that the mother had fallen. 
Because ·of mother ' s eagerness to greet 
Shirley , I didn't mention until now (near 
end of visit) the mother's physical appear-
ance which I did notice when she first met 
me . Mother had a very swollen nose, one 
black eye, and a general blotchy appearance 
to her face. Mother said she was holding a 
shelf her husband was putting up, when it 
slipped and hit her nose. The husband wanted 
mother to go to the hospital, but the mother 
had 'declined. Before this happened , mother 
had tripped and fallen in the bedroom, but said 
only one finger was s lightly cut. I was con-
cerned, since it was only a little over a week 
since delivery of her baby, but the mother said 
she had rested for over an hour after the fall, 
and that no increase in bleeding, or any other 
difficulty had occurred. 
This time I trusted the mother ' s judgment and simply 
encouraged her to get her ovvn rest. I have recorded: 
l did not attempt any other conversation, 
except to enjoy, with mother and Donna, 
Shirley's return. 
The last recorded interview illustrates that I used 
my emphasis on physical health in still another way . 
During conversation I asked about Shirley's 
health. 
This question more directly pertains to my role as a 
supportive person, not specifically to my nursing role, 
· although my nUJ."sing experience made it more comfortable 
for me. I had felt that the mother was becoming quite 
optimistic about Shirley's progress, and I had inquired 
about the child's . health . Our doctor at the agency, who 
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had examined Shirley.before and after her placement in the 
foster home, had felt that the prognosis was not too favor-
able, and I had never provided the opportunity to discuss 
what this child's heart disease meant to this family. In 
response to my question, the mother described the ways in 
which Shirley was improving, and did not dwell much on her 
failure to gain weight, her poor eleeping, or any other sign 
whic h might indicate she was not doing well . 
I tried to be rather realistic without 
being too discouraging. ---as the child 
grows older and gets along with the illness, 
the symptons seem less severe. --- we 
couldn't predict, as the heart conditioru 
was still present . The major concern was to 
keep her as well as possible, until she grew 
strong enough for more to be done. 
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r.:;:his conversation continued, and t lle mother was able to 
express some of her fears about this child's development. 
While I was so obviously practicing my own role with 
this family, I can see now that I was nursing within the 
agency also. Most of the f irst conversations I had with 
the other ~vorkers centered around my nursing experiences, 
or were questions about physical conditions of the children 
for whom they were responsible. I was comfortable in this 
role and many of the things I did again demonstrate my need 
to perform in a way I knew. 
One day I was asked if I knew vvhat the new shunt for 
hydrocephaly was t hat was being done at a local hospital. 
I could have said that I didn't know and done no more about 
it, but I called a classmate who worked in this hospital, 
got t h e information and then explained it to the worker. 
A referral came to the agency which involved rather 
tactless handling by nurses in a hospital with which I was 
familiar. lVIy supervisor and I discussed this, and I was 
asked if I could do anything to bring t his to the attention 
of the nursing supervisor, or dis cuss some way by which the 
nurse s could be h elped to avoid this sort of t hing . I wel-
comed the opportunity to do something for the agency and 
demonstrate my wish to belong , and the opportunity wa s 
offered within my area of familiarity. 
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During the time I was at the agency I inquired about 
any personal physical symptoms, sympathized with fatigue 
and illness, soaked one worker's finger which was infected, 
and offered transportation to another worker who was going 
to a conference which I was attending. 
I did not realize at t he time how much I relied on my 
previous role. Although I enjoyed functioning in this way 
throughout the entire period, it seems to have been a very 
small part of my relationship during the last half of this 
experience, while I feel it was my primary relationship in 
the early part of the experience. 
This behavior implies that I first needed to function 
as a nurse, and the agency identified and accepted me as a 
nurse, before I could become an individual and be accepted 
as such. 
Further support of this is the absence of evidence in 
the second case record t ha t I functioned as a nurse with 
thiE' family, and I was never identified to this family as a 
nurse, so far as I know. Because I shared this family re-
lationship with the other workers, in place of sharing my 
experiences as a nurse, I did not have to be a nurs~ to 
now be accepted. 
In Giving and Withholding. 
Much of the data which is pertinent to this topic has 
I 
II 
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already been discussed under other headings. It seems of 
value, however, to re-examine that data already presented 
and look at that which has not yet been presented, to deter-
mine if any consi stent behavior existed which determined the 
ability to give , or the need to withhold. 
When I began in the agency I withheld, or attempted to, 
much that was personally me, as evidenced by my resentment 
of the social history whi ch was taken. However, at the 
same time I wanted to be accepted as a person, not a nurse, 
yet could not give of the person in a strange, threatening 
setting. The agency withheld , by the same token, its per-
sonal glimpses, and I met social workers, case aide.s, .student 
etc. , and not people. I also felt that the agency withheld 
information when I was not free to read my chart, and that 
there were "secrets" which I could not know. I was a stran-
get to the people in the agency, and they were strangers to 
me, professionally and personally. 
Duri ng lunch, after I had been at the agency for a 
while, one worker asked if this type of placement was usual 
for nurses. Wnen I stated that I felt it should be more 
usual and tlmt more and more of this type of experience w~s 
. being offered, the worker said she did not approve of this, 
stating her reasons, and listening to my reasons in favor 
of such an experience. I had sensed previously that I was 
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not accepted, but when this was openly discussed I felt, not 
rejected, but accepted as a person. The ability to talk 
about the situation lessened the tension which occurred when 
I felt rejected, but the verbalization was withheld . 
Gradually, as time passed, I felt I was given more and 
more, and began to g ive myself . Many of these incidents 
have been related in earlier discussions, such as the offer 
of a record to read, lunch invitations, and discussions which 
pertained to the situations vvi th which each worker was vvorkin . 
Examina tion of the relationships ·with the clients re-
veals a similar pattern of giving and withholding. As has 
already been described, one doe s not give of himself com-
pletely at any one time, and, in addition, there are always 
these things which belong to the private world of each in-
dividual. However, it appears that the type of relation-
ship established,influences what and how much a person will 
g ive . 
·with the first mother I began by concentrating on her 
health. She withheld the information about her fall until 
Donna told me, possibly being insecure as to what my reactio 
might be since I was emphasizing her health so strongly. At 
this time she was concerned with planning for her family and 
moving to a new apartment, and her health was not t hen the 
primary focus for her . Had I approached these aspects most 
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pressing to her, this mother might have volunteered the 
story of her fall. 
The second case which involved more difficult personal 
problems, illustrates withholding even more clearly . Until 
the mother was somewhat secure, she could not give the true 
story, because of her ovm embarrassment and fear of being 
judged. It is significant that she first became most com-
fort able with her doctor, t he person who was most consistent 
in his role and in his presence, and was able to confide in 
hin1 . At this time there had been three people functioning 
in a social service role, none of which were clearly defined, 
and hone of which was as consistent as the doctor's role. 
l;.fter I became primarily responsible, saw the mother con-
sistently and there was little overlap in social service, 
the mot her began to be able to turn to me . However , before 
this time, I was still a stranger, and she was not yet com-
fortable in giving to me. 
When mother talked at length about re-
turning to her family and excluded her 
husband from her plans, I mentioned that 
she must be very lonely to have to remain 
in bed and in t he hospital. 
Even though this might have permitted the mother to 
express .some of her feelings, she withheld, as illustl'ated 
by: 
Mother did not elaborate much more about 
her feelings, although I strongly felt 
:::he was becoming more and more conc erned 
about the move (to her family). 
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This mother obviously withhe ld when she refus ed to t ~ll 
D.A cl:out "everything new", wh ich was cli~cussed earlier in 
this chapter . 
I do not want to tell you . 
and 
I don ' t want to talk about it . 
After el1aring her d.eciE:ions and pl ans over quite a l ong 
~eriod of time , this mother gave food to ~e durine our l ast 
vie it , but aga in 1Nithhe ld certain a spects of the s i tuat ion . 
In tall ing e. bout future p l ans , mother said: 
Yes , they v..rere settled , but would not 
elaborate on tllis . 
I did not feel that t 1e nother needed to e l aborate 
on thi~~ , as she seemed cowfortable c:.nd se.tisfi ed with the 
ecis ion, \Vhatever it we.s . [everal reasons are poss i ble 
for this v'li thlwlding . This mother had not wi shed to Ehare 
her· difficultie s about the illegitir2a cy of her sons nd the 
two men involved in the Ei tuat i on , but because of the res -
sures cc=m.sed by her illness and the ne ed for someone t o care 
for her and the children, i t was ne ce ssary for her to share 
this in:Lorlllation about he r self. 1.-Ier future p l ans now con-
cerned the wi sh and possibili ty of Harr ying one of t1e se 
men , and s ince ehe had previously di scu~sed this wit h ne, 
.; 
/ 
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the decision was DOW hers , and the plcms at this t ine bela_ 8 
to her private world. Beyond this being a private world , 
is the possibility that since the m.other was somewhat physi -
cally on her feet novv , sl1e needed to solve things for h er-
self, and did not v,rant suggestions fi'om rr.e . It must be 
considered a lso, that this was the last contact we would 
have with ea ch other and be cause the i runediate problems 
had been solved, i t was easier to close the r e letionshi J 
in this manner , with all discussion ha vi11g been completed. 
\fhile I was concerned wi th the second family, I was the 
one l~O withheld at time s . Although I had received such 
support from the first socia l worker wl1o knevv this n other, 
I cou ld not tell her of the tl~ue s i t ua.tion in vvhich this 
mother was involved . She -was so i nterested in thi s ra.othe r 
and did so much in tne bee;inning to give me informat ion and 
help me , that I felt I was not gi ving in thi s relationship . 
I came to realize tha t I was sharing the plans for the 
mothe r's return to her family, her physica l progress , and 
that the first worker was only i nterested to know that this 
mother vva s being care d for . The details of the mother ' s 
problems did not have to be related in ord er to ma intain 
the relat ionship with this worker . 
The wi thholding I did ·whi ch concerned me mo s t was with 
the nursing personnel on the ·ward where thi s mother remained 
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throughout her hospitalizat ion. Previously , as a nurse, I 
resented never be ing told, or asked , about a pat ient by the 
socia l workers. I dis covered t hat I gave nothing except 
my name to the nurses, even t:twugh they saw me vvi th t he 
mother every week. At first, I felt I could not approach 
them without betraying the mother's confidence, but several 
times I could ha ve given t he nurses information about the 
mother ' s fear of not getting well, or being able to go home, 
or her concern about her children, and quite possibly the 
nurses could have contributed to what I had observed in t he 
situation, and together we would have been of more benefit 
to the mother. I realized this when I was called one day 
by the hospital sociel vmrker, and told that the mother had 
attempted to leave the hospital aga inst advice the previous 
evening. The afternoon before this atte~pt was made, t ne 
mother had talked to me about leaving the hospital. She 
was very discouraged and I had talked with her for some time, 
emphasizing my interest in her, and desiring for her to have 
someone who could help when she went home, and encouraging 
her to wait for t he doctor ' s approval, because he was inter-
ested in her also. 
I told mother that I knew how she felt, 
that it must be very hard to vvai t so long, 
but that we were all interested in helping 
her get well. 
After quite a long discussion about this: 
=-
I suggested that we would plan and look 
forward to her discharge, and the time 
might not seem so long. Mother agreed 
to this and smilingly asked about the 
babies. 
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I mi ght have helped avoid this mother's actual ~ttem.pt 
to leave the hospital, or in any event, given the nurses 
the opportunity of knowing how the mother felt, and perhaps 
support and encouragement, in addition to mine , could have 
been offered to the patient. 
Another day when I arrived to visit the mother, I 
.. 
found she wa s not i~ her room. I asked the nurses where 
the mother wa s and was told she was in X-Ray. Aware of my 
previous withholding, and guilty about the incident when the 
mother tried to leave, I attempted t o change this pattern, 
approaching the nurse rather than write a note for t he mothe 
which I had always done before. 
I had some pictures of the twins, 
which I had taken, and a sked the nurse 
to give them to the mother and tell her 
I would return the next day as I had some 
news for her. The nurse offered no infer-
nation about the X-Rays, and I assumed that 
they were concerned with the mother ' s heart 
condition. 
I was quite angry, later, when I discovered the X- Rays 
were taken to determine if an ulcer was present, since the 
mother had been having stomach c.mmplaints, and the nurse had 
=---· ---
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not offered this information. Actually I had never offered 
the n1,1rse any information over a long period of time, and I 
didn ' t provide much ·more than a chore for her the day I ex-
pe cted her to give me the information. I was selfish of 
those things I had done for .and with the patient and was un-
able to share this vdth.others who might also have a close 
relationship with the patient. The avvareness that I did 
just what I had complained about in others, is a valuable 
learning. To understand why I performed as I did can provide 
better understanding of why others perform a s they do, whether 
it be client, patient or another professional worker. Be-
cause I am aware of some of what occurred in this instance, 
and the others described in this study, does not infer t hat 
I ca n suddenly share with others, but the knowledge of my be-
havior in this instance may help me to recognize the same re-
actions in similar situations, and I can perhaps begin a littl 
sooner, and a little more effectively, to Understand my de-
fenses, providing some additional services for the patient. 
Personal experi ence is valuable as it occurs, if guidance 
and support are given, but can increase in value if it is 
looked at again after the active involvement has ce~sed. 
We are told that learning is a process by 
wl1ich the individual comes to perceive the 
meaning of things , and his experience in 
t erms of their effects upnn him and their 
- ==-----
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relationships to his purposes; that 
'effective learning takes place when 
there is a reconstruction of experience, 
which functions in future behavior'; 
that 'most effective learning takes 
place when goals are clearly seen and 
are accepted by the learner as ends 
worthy of achievement '; and that 're-
flect ive thinking is the most effective 
method of learning '; l 
Frick, Herman. "Theories of General Education 
in Curriculum Development", Toward Improved 
Curriculum 'T'heory , Compiled and Edited by 
Virgil B. Herrick and Ra lph Vv . Tyler_, p . 22 
(citing) Re organizing the High School Curr i-
culum, p. 53 by Harold Alberty, 1947. 
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Data Obtained From Questionnaire. 
Data obtained by means of the questionnaire support 
many of the feelings which have been described. The re-
sponses to these questions cannot be easily categorized, but 
contain aspects of all t he topics which have been presented, 
feeding and be i ng fed, practicing own role, and giving and 
withholding, and can best be presented and discussed as a 
complete unit. 
Questions lf 2 and #3 were designed to discover what was 
felt by the caseworkers to bE the role of the nurse and the 
agency when this experience began, and questions # 4 and #5 
wer e included to determine if the feelings of the caseworkers 
had changed in general about this experience, or if they en-
visioned the roles of the agency or the nurse as being dif-
ferent than they did initially. 
: uestion # 2. 
(See .Appendix 
A) 
Worker 
1f l 
#2 (_ 
Vmat did you t hink the agency could offer 
the nurse for learning experiences? 
Hesnonse 
I imagine a nurse might 'see' people 
whom she might not ordinarily meet, 
and under different circmastances 
which would be a 'learning experience' 
in one sense, but I am not at all sure 
it is either justified or necessary to 
produce ' understanding ' between the dis-
ciplines. 
Awareness of the far reaching and very 
i mportant a spects of the social factors 
as they influence health and medical care. 
More detailed evaluation of emotional 
II 
Worker 
=/1' 3 
-'1. 5 j ( 
.it6 tt 
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aspects than is usually done in medi -
cal settings. 
In keeping with my delayed reaction, 
such exposure would enable the nurse 
to come in contact vvi th rather compli-
cated situations, which though referred 
initially for medica l reasons are in 
reality disturbed parent -child relation-
ships in which all problems in t he family 
tend to become displaced onto the medical 
problems. The nurse could be in a better 
position possibly to refer seemingly com-
plicated situations to proper source. 
A better understanding of the emoti onal 
components in illness and the meaning to 
children of being separated from own 
parents whethe r t hrough hospitalization 
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or foste r home care (or institutionalized) . 
Also the agency would show how plans for 
chi ldren are not made in vacuums but that 
casework for families is the overall aim. 
An idea of what social workers try to do 
to help people. How to use social wor kers . 
An experience whereby preconceived ideas 
might be tested. Some exposure to inter-
viewing techniques. Supervisory process 
i n a social agency i s different from that 
in nursing • 
I thought she was coming here to write a 
paper. 
Being geared to my own ca seload, I did 
not see where we could offer any learning 
experience through actual participation. 
If someone had t he time, the only t hing 
I could see was conferences in which the 
emotional components of various illne sses 
were discussed with her . 
t . 1[ 3 ues 1on 11 • 
Worker 
~±l 
/f 2 
1' 3 
'!/ 
f[ 
=tr4 
#5 
#6 
What did you t hink the nurse could bring 
to this experience? 
Response. 
Having recently supervi sed, in her 
first year of field v1ork, a young 
1n1 who de cided she want ed to be a 
caseworl~er, I do not feel that an HN 
has any ' head start' in acquiring skill 
in the practice of casework regardless 
of whatever elements in common all of 
the ' helping ' professions may have in 
basic personality orientation. 
Broad experience in medica l care both 
in a hospital setting and in t he communi ty. 
Ideas that would help social vwrkers get 
a broader perspective. 
Certainly her practical nursing exper-
ience would keep her in good stead in 
dealing with situations involving severe 
medical problems - knowing type of care 
needed she could help in making better 
selection of foster homes for use in 
particular cases. Her knowledge of 
public health resources may make an im-
portant difference to a family who are 
re j ecting of medi cal center care and yet 
needful. 
Very little because we are trained to 
understand medical conditions and there 
i s no need for a trained caseworker to 
know more about medicine than is needed 
to perform our services as caseworkers. 
More knowledge about disease and i ts 
effect on the lives of children and 
parents. Knowledge about hospitals 
and h ovv- they wor k . Ability to talk to 
doctors and nurses so as to get specifi c 
information. 
Her evaluation of records she r ead , from 
point of view of her profession. 
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Worker 
#7 The only contribution I could env1s1on 
was medical knowledge -- and we already 
had a medical consultant and director . 
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The responses given demonstrate that the agency person-
nel see themselves as t he provider, or in the f.eeding role, 
and that for the most part there is little mention of any 
desire or need to be fed through an affiliation such as has 
been described. 'I'he nurses ' experience and theoretical 
background was recognized by five of the seven workers as 
something the nurse offered to this experience, but two of 
these five stated that this wasn ' t necessary as they either 
underst ood the medical conditions or they relied on the 
medical personnel already available within the agency. 
Two of the workers, # 2 and if6, felt that the nurse could 
provide, beyond specific medical knowledge, something i n 
this situation and saw the experience as one which might 
broaden social work perspective as well as that of nursing 
perspective. Workers #3 and #5 give specific instances 
where the nurse ' s medical background might be helpful to 
the agency and worker #l responded by accepting the medi cal 
background, but simply states that it does not provide a 
"head start" in the practice of casework. The einphasis 
placed on the nurse ' s medical orientation again points to 
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the need for, and the practice of nursing, as it was pre-
sented in this study, within this agency setting. 
-Because it was felt that the attitudes had changed 
within the agency, and that more acceptance was afforded the 
nurse, q_uest ions #4 and 11~ 5 were designed to determine i f any 
change had occurred, and , if so, what might be identified by 
the caseworkers to have caus ed this change. 
l~uestion l/ 4. 
Worker 
if l 
#2 
"3 fl 
How do you feel now about a nurse's 
placement in the agency? If these 
feelings have changed since the be-
ginning of this experience, can you 
identify what caused your feeling to 
change? 
Response 
I have had contacts with nurses tl~ough­
out my twenty-eight years as a profession-
al caseworker and the fact that a young 
nurse spent a couple o.f days a week work-
ing on some cases in the agency where I 
am currently working, for which I had no 
responsibility, has had no effect on my 
'feelings ' • 
I feel very positively about leaving a 
nurse placed in the agency. This feel-
ing has been reinforced because of several 
instances in which I myself gained new 
knowledge and benefitted. 
I feel that in selective cases a nurse 
in this setting can do a creditable job 
in supervising the temporary placement 
of a child. However in dealing with 
disturbed parents, I feel a very differ-
ent kind of training i s needed. Conse-
quently, the selection of cases would be 
most i mportant • 
- - --~-=-====---==.-==-=It-==-"== 
Worlcer 
#4 
#5 
#6 
#7 
M:y feelings have not changed. This is 
in no way a reflection on t he nurse in 
placement. I feel strongly that a nurse 
should not have field work in a social 
agency as a placement worker. She has 
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no training nor theoretical casework back-
ground for it. I do not t h ink justice is 
done to clients in having a nurse do place-
ment. A student social worker has t he 
theoretical background for t his work and 
hence her situation i s different. By the 
same token, socia l work students can learn 
of the medical profession, but do not have 
to give injections . It is not our profes-
sion and we do not have to practice medicine 
to be aware of its contributions and tech-
ni que. 
Even more enthusiastic. No real change. 
The nurse with an open mind made it. 
I have a pleasant feeling with regard to 
lhiss IVl . Not all nurses are alike , of 
course. I couldn't generalize and I had 
nothing to do with Miss M. professionally. 
I cannot say that my feeling s have changed 
any from my original reaction, except that 
I did enjoy sharing an office with Mi s s M. 
the s hort time she was here. 
Re s pon ses which would indicat e what the caseworkers 
thought could be offered now that this experience was con-
eluded were also elicited. 
·~uestion 1,1 5. 
(See .AppenW.ix 
A) 
vvorker 
#1 
WbE t do you now feel is of value to 
t he nurse? 
Response 
See question 4. 
- - -"-
Vlorker 
#2 
11 3 
'If 
#4 
# 5 
#6 
Same as 2 and 3. Each profession 
represents a somewhat different view-
point. Vmen they are combined one has 
a broader picture of the patient and how 
to he l p him. 
A greater appreciation and understanding 
for the unique kind of service (case work ) 
offered to parents, who are anxious and 
overwhelmed by their 'handicapped ' child. 
This 'help ' not only aids the child in 
making a better adjustment, but enables 
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the parents in such a way that they are 
better able to cope with similar situations. 
Ve.lue to the agency lies in affording a 
person from another discipline opportunity 
to add to his experience ifrthis concrete 
way in order to increase understanding and 
thus operate more effectively with joint 
discipline. 
Of value to tlle nurse. I think she 
could have gained any new knowledge of 
the work the agency performs by reading 
records and talking with workers . 
(The nurse). Possibly a different 
approach to a problem. Understanding 
of relationships and possibly use of 
self in an interviewing situation. 
(The agency) . It helped me to have 
a nurse in the agency to understand 
operative procedures and effect of 
disease on a child. 
I still do not know if Miss M. carried 
a student case load here or not. I 
think perhaps she did. I should think 
it would be of value to her to talk vvi th 
various workers to get their points of 
view. I am assuming she is going on 
primarily in nursing profession . Of 
course, we have had other workers here 
before who had had nursing training but 
who were now planning to enter social 
Vlorker 
1(7 
i( 
work . Agency could find value in 
di s cussing how its work looked to the 
nurse fr om point of view of nursing 
profession . 
2·ince I did not have anyt hing to do 
with Mi s s M' s supervision, I fe ar I 
ha ven ' t changed in my opinion of the 
benefit to either the nurse or the 
agency. ~is s ~ . may have ga ined a 
great deal fr om the experi ence. I 
cannot say. However, as a case-vvorker 
i n t he agency, I d id not gai n anyt hing . 
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The responses just cited i ndi cate that tllose who fe l t , 
i n any degr ee, pos i t ively about t he nurse ' s pl a cement in the 
beginning retained this a.t t itude, and likewise those who 
felt negat ively i n t~1e beginning, continued to give negative 
responses . ... '!. feeding role i s still ident ifi ed by t ile vmrk-
ers, a ltnough Lwre S.Qe cific re s ponse s than previous l y 
s llowed the nurse opportun.ity to feed or c o- operate within 
t h i s sett i ng . IJ'here i s much l ess emphasis _l c... ced on the 
nursing ro l e and more recogni ti on given to the indivi du"' l 
who we. E at the agency . WorJ\":ers {,'6 and 1,17 in response to 
both of these questions refer to tl1e nttrse by na.u1e, and 
worker ~6 related th~t "not all nurses are alik e , of course " . 
underl i nes the be f ore t he word nurse to designate <:7. perti-
euler person who i 2 a nurse. \"'" u .wrker wl makes a more 
spe cific referen ce a lso when she describes a "young nurse 1' 
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v>'ho )' s9ent a cou.ple or' da ys a we ek ' working c:1. ' soro-3 cE:::ee'' · 
'l'hi.s type of' res~pons e, lacldnc;, wi. th th.e exception of one 
response from one worker , in the answers to the first three 
questions , fUp~orts the feeling that during the l atter part 
of the experi ence le ss e1c._phas i s seemed to be pl a ced by the 
a ency personnel on nursing, Emd n'ore elilphasi e on t he person 
I -.-,rho was a nurse and v .. i th ;,vhom they t _J.en had contact. 
II '::he last QUestion was designed to further elicit 
general feelings about nurses , soc i al 11vorkers , tl1is ~ le;c e -
Eent and the possibility of c~nt inuing thi 9 ty~e of exper-
ience fo:r tl1e nurse . 
~~uest ion 'u . 
"dorkel~ 
~iould you be vdlling to }rovide su::;>er-
vision :Co1· e.. nurse dur i ng a fie l d :!) l E.Ce -
ment? Give reasons ~or your answer . 
~ es)Onse 
No . 3ecause ~ a o not feel that i t i s 
apl)r o_priate :Lor s.n agency which is offer-
i ng casework service to clients to use a 
nurse ;,~o has not had training in cas ework 
to ' assume t he role ' of a caseworker . I 
f eel the kind of self i nvolvement for a t·vvo 
year training period ivh ich a student V•lho 
has decided on eocia l Hork as a profession 
is g_uite a different t hing . If t lle nursing 
profession feels t~ere is great va lue fo r a 
nurse in 'being in ' a s ocial agency, I would 
t h ink t~at a nur sery school, a residential 
treat!!lent horne or a settlement wl1ere a nur se 
would have a legitimate funct i on (inspection 
for contagious disease and first a id) would 
be t he p l a ce for thi s 'experience '. 
Yes , because I feel it is a valuable exper -
i ence to bot h nurse and social worker . 
· Jork er 
·+ 5 7. 
#6 
., fr7 
Yes , if I felt the nurse was a s ensit ive , · 
perceptive tyoe who could really benefit 
- - -frolli.Such exposure . 
No . I do not feel that e nur se should 
do : lacement . I feel , as before, there 
i e very great va lue in having a nurse 
observe and l earn about the work of an 
agency but not t hrough doing pl a cements . 
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Yes . As willing to supervi se a nurse as 
enyone , - reason, I don't lik e supervision . 
There would be interest in t he differences 
of a nurse at a graduate l evel and a .soci al 
work student even in her second year . 
Supervision at a graduate level for both 
woul d show differences and similarities . 
Yes. \'vhy not? 
No. It talces two years graduate training 
and many years experien ce to get to be a 
good caseworker. I would be willing to 
supervise a soci al work student who would be 
coing into casework. But , I · truthfull y 
cannot see in what are~s we are qualified 
to supervi se a nurse . I feel that just e.s 
much can be gained by a nurse by knowing 
caseworker ' s personally and formal instruc-
tion on t he field of social vvork . I feel 
that the spattering of supervision we could 
give in casework for such a short period of 
time woul d be m.ore confusing rather than en-
lightening . If our agency vvere so set up 
as to u se a nurse in the ir f oster home pro-
gram (as s ome agencies do ), I could see such 
a pl a cement. To put it briefly, I woul d 
not want to supervise a nurse as I st ill do 
not see what the purpose of the p l acement is 
or what i t is hoped the nurse will ga in from 
such an experi ence. 
Of the four workers who responded that they would 
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supervise a nurse during this experience, two gave reasons 
that they could persona lly benefit as well as give, one de-
s cribed characteri stics whi ch were necessary for the nurse 
to possess, and one could see no reason for not providing 
such supervi sion, although she did not state why she would 
be willing to provide this service . This is the same worker 
howeve r , who consistently in her responses saw value in the 
nurse's interpretations of t he casevv-ork which was being done 
in t he agency . 
Of t he three workers whose responses vvere negative 
toward providing supervi sion, two definitely said i t was 
because they were not in favor of a nurse having field 
vvork within the agency, and the third stated she still did 
''not see what the purpose of the placement wasn or "what 
i t was hoped the nurse would gain from such an experience" . 
These responses a lso relate to the subject of giving and 
withholding as definit e attribute s are ascribed to their 
own profession to whi ch they are vvilling to give, and to 
nursing to which they are willing to give only "formal 
instruction'', or "record reading" or placement elsevvhere . 
They also deline.ate rather clearly the functions of nursing 
and of social work. Although it is stated by these workers, 
lf l, ~~ 4 and #7 , that the student of social work is "differ-
"5 en t", worker ti' feels that it would be of value to supervise 
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both a soci al work student and a graduate nurse to di scover 
what simi l arities and difference s might exist . 
In the responses to a ll of the questions by all of the 
respondents, it · is illustrated that past experiences greatly 
influence the responses which are now given. Examples of 
this are -
Worker #3 
Worker #1 
Worker #6 
"I have been exposed to this in 
the past and seen positive results" 
"having recently supervised, in her 
f irst year of field work, a young 
Rl'ii ••.••• " and 
"I have had contacts with nurses 
throughout my twenty eight years 
as a professional caseworker" 
"Of course we have had other workers 
here before who had had nursing 
training, but who were now planning 
to enter social work" 
Response s which i ndicate influence of this present 
experience are -
Worker fi 5 "It helped me t o have a nurse 
in the agency ••• " 
Viorker #2 "I feel it is a valuable exper-
ience to both nurse and social 
worker " and "thi s feeling has 
been reinforced because of several 
instances in \mich I myself ga ined 
new knowledge and benefitted" . 
The ease of s eparating out responses which indicate 
past experience and the difficulty determining responses 
which are a result of present exper i ence, parallels the 
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behavior of t he nurse when in t he beginning her past exper-
ience far overshadowed any realization of the present occur-
rences. 
-. 
CH.APrER V. 
Sill\iil\1ARY, CONCI,USIONS JU\TD 
RE COM}l.lENDATIONS. 
In analyzing the evidence presented it 
can be s een t hat each party in t he two 
way relationship had conceptions about 
what the other w~:~s lik e and that these 
preconceptions operated before t hey 
crune to know one an other. 
This study has been primarily concerned with t he 
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interpersonal relationships which occurred during a s pecific 
·learning experience. Preconceived ideas can be identified 
a s t he basic element in the way each of the relationships 
de s cribed in t his study began - the agency's ideas about a 
nurse, t he nurse's anticipation of the "social work approach' 
and the expectations which both the clients and the nurse 
ha d before ever meeting ea ch other, have all been demon-
strat ed i n t he de s cription of t h i s experience and in the 
data obtained from t he questionnai r e given to each ca seworl{e 'i< 
The relationships establi shed did not remai n static, 
but involved repeated testing of the preconceived ideas, 
where, in s ome instances reinforcement, in ot her modifica-
tion, and in still others destruction of t hese preconceived 
idea s took place. 
1 
Peplau, Hildegarde. Interpersonal Helations in 
Nursing , p . 123. 
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An analysis of the supervisory process, as it has been 
presented in this study, illustrates some of the helping 
factors vvhich tend to be lacking in supervision in nursing. 
It is rare to find the individualized discussion of patient-
nurse relationships along the lines which have been described 
in this setting . 'I1he nurse does not relate, or chart, or 
in many instances even recognize that what she said or did, 
or t he way in which she said or did something, had any effect 
on the response of the patient. Supervision which existed 
in the experience described in this study was one which be gan ll 
by testing it according to standards of corrective super-
vision, familiar to the nurse. It soon became apparent, 
however, that t his was to be a talking out of everything 
which occurred, a sharing of experiences in regard to t he 
people involved, and was not to be a technical or procedual 
approach . The i mpr e ssion was never given that t here was a ' 
right or wrong approach, but rather that one means mi ght be 
better or more effective than another . rrhe emp has i s in 
supervision in this social work setting was placed on help-
ing the worker with her own feelings, attitudes and manner, 
and as a result the worker and ultimately t he client bene-
fitted. 
Client counselling was included in thi s study to illus-
trate primarily the type of relationship which occurred when 
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all the familiar tools of nursing were removed. It has been 
demonstrated t hat one clings to any fragment of past exper-
ience and learning in a new and threatening situation. One 
very basic difference between nursing and this social work 
experience became evident. In nursing relationships were 
established by the way physica l contact and procedures were 
approached, and any expression of feelings by the patient 
or t h e nurse was dependent on the procedure or only coinci-
dent with the procedure. In t his instance, however, the 
expression of feelings and the establishment of the relation-
ship was primary and any physical task was the coincident 
occurrence. However, it appears that once a relationship 
was established, any mechanical or physical assistance was 
made easier. 
The relationships with members of other disciplines 
was again the result of a reversal of the familiar pattern 
to the nur s e. Ordinari ly t l1e nurse meets these people 
when sne is functioning in her own domain and with others 
of her own discipline. In t .nis instance both of these 
factors were absent, and it was nece ssary to recognize the 
threat which this caused and work toward reduction of this 
t hreat. To ha ve retreated to the familiar in practice or 
to have rejoined the familiar di s cipline group, would have 
meant that this experience would have to end, as nei ther 
were ava ilable or possible to the degree they were in the 
traditional setting for the nurse . 
In all of the areas , however, the experience of the 
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nurse was employed first and- foremost. iiVith the supervisor 
nursing interpretation was given to the social work situation 
and the supervisor herself was fir st judged accor ding to the 
known way of nursing supervision and the nurse ' s preconceived 
ideas of a social vvorker . ':!' he role which was first practiced! 
vdth the client was primarily one which had been familiar in 
the realm of public health nursing. With members of the 
other discipline, a s has been described, a nursing role was 
again employed. Not only did the nurse rely on these func-
tions, but it has been demonstrated that she practiced in 
accordance with what was expected of her. The supervisor 
permitted identity as a nurse, and enlisted the nurse ' s aid 
in approaching poor nursing procedure in a part icular hospi-
tal. The responses given by the social workers indicated 
their emphasis on the medical background and nursing exper-
ience, and the first client, who knew the person she met was 
a nurse, in several instances related in a manner relevant 
to nursing. 
Not only the nurse, but others, employed their previous 
i deas and learning. Emphasis by the agency early in the 
experience was placed on pointing out nursing, as it was 
... 
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seen by social work, and introducing what social work en-
tailed. The responses to the questionnaire* illustrate 
reliance on past experience ; for example, although very 
little specific discussion was ever centered around the 
kind of education or what experience and background the 
nurse had had, several worl;:ers sta.te how social work theo-
ret ically differs from nursing . It can also be implied 
from this behavior and the ideas whi ch the nurse had of 
social wor k , t hat a lthough we desire to be accepted as a 
person, we judge each other by the professional qualities 
and capacities which we see, and pri mar ily give to others 
what ve ar e in a professional sense. The person is natur-
ally involved but the direct reference is lacking . Know-
ledge and acceptance of the person following knowledge and 
acceptance of the person ' s role in a work situation . 
The data in thi s study also illustrate t ha t ohe cannot 
s olely fe ed or be fed in a relationship and derive satis-
faction. The nurse . demonstrated her de sire to fee d early 
in her re l ationshi p with her supervisor, yet requested 
definite feeding in t he same relationship . She fed 
clients physically and verbally, expressing in some in-
stan ce s the desire and need to do this, but im turn ex-
pressed sat isfaction wheiu she was fed by t he client. 
Added support t hat one needs to be f ed as well a s to be 
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able to feed, is again found in the r e sponse s of t he ca se-
workers. Tl1e workers who found this experience worth while 
and who were willing for it to continue indicated that they 
could receive as well as impart learning . The responses 
which were in the negative demonstrated consistently that 
no personal ga in was visualized by the workers who gave 
these responses. 
A consistent pattern can also be demonstrated in t he 
times when either being fed or feeding became t h e necessary 
role of' t he individuals within each relationship. In each 
inst ance wit h the clients when they faced a new or different 
problem, the need to be fed or the willingness to accept 
feeding can be noted. By the same token, each time the 
nurse wa s threatened by a client relationship she desired 
specific knowledge from her supervisor of how to perform. 
Anxi ety also often produced feeling in a relationship . 
The permissiveness afforded by t hi s experience, t he loss of 
familiar functions, and t he t i~eat of failure, all created 
anxiety in t he nurse and she attempted to feed her super-
vi sor at a very early time. A feeding role was also em-
braced by the nurse to avoid situations which she could not 
handle. However, when she was fed either by the client re-
lationship or by her supervisor she wa s able to feed what 
was needed to allow t h e other person to begin or continue to 
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feed. In each relationship, with the supervisor, with the 
clients, and vdth the agency personnel, when immediate 
problems were faced, and ·when and if a comfortable relation-
ship was established, an even exchange of feeding and being 
fed came into existence. 
Althougl1 such new factual knowledge could have been, 
and was obtained in this setting, this experience provided 
deeper learning when past and present experiences were merged 
into employing the self in relationships, and exa~mining the 
way in which t his was done over a fairly long period of time. 
Even in public health nursing, which today most closely pro-
vides learning opportunities such as have been described, 
the student of nursing is not afforded the sustained rela-
tionships with people nor the stimulus to concentrate on the 
people, including herself, who are involved in the relation-
ship. Short experience with patients, in various hospital 
settings, and with many different instructors and supervisors 
only enhance the tendency for the student to repeatedly meet 
each experience as objectively as possible, and in the most 
conforming, unthreatening way. To invite the student to 
concentrate on t he interpersonal relationships in which she 
is involved necessitates providing her with continuous sup-
port in an a t mosphere which permits free expression of her 
own feelings as they occur with t he patient, instead of 
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correcting what she says and does to the patient. Educat ion 
for the nurse , if oriented thus to the person and not to the 1 
disease, would increase the ea se with which physica l care is I 
completed for both the pat ient and the nurse. In addition, 
recognition of the meaning of the relationship with its 
many involved factors, would not only increase the effective-
ness of patient care, but could produce earlier referral to 
other disciplines, and continued support, maintenance and 
progress of the work of the other disciplines involved vvi th 
a patient. True i nterdisciplinary co-operation, if it is 
to be effective in helping the patient or the client, cannot 
have clear cut lines of function. Each discipline employs 
the skills and knowledges which they are best qualified to 
use, but these skills and knowledges can be te lescoped with 
and built onto the skills and knowledges· of other disciplines . 
In this vvay the patient can really be seen as a whole being, 
a person, and not as segments for which each has a special-
ized worker assi gned . 
It can be concluded fr om this study that the value of 
thi s experience was not afforded by observing any relation-
ship, learning any num.ber of new facts, or d i scussing what 
was done in a social work situation , although these were all 
easily recognized facts of the opportunity offered by this 
agency. Instead, the value is demonstrated as having root 
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in the recognition of the self-involvement v>~hich occurs in 
any interpersonal relationship, and tnat these relations 
were, in turn, responsible for adding latitude and longitude 
to the concepts of maternal and chi ld health whi ch had been 
previously formed . The first family :presented, primarily, 
problems which centered around a maternity experience a l-
though normal child care and care of a handicapped chi ld 
were intrinsic aspects of the relationships which developed. 
A pediatric emphasis was evidenced with the second family, 
but the ruaternity experience had been a recent and very im-
portant part of t he behavior which this family brought to 
the relationship. Previous learning and experience now 
became focused in the families; and the effects of crises, 
solutions and relationships on each individual became re-
lated to the family group as a whole. 
Learning occurred in a developmental way, from birth 
of a child and the chanees he created within the family, 
through each ensuing occurrence which could be recognized as 
being preceded and followed by interrelated occurrences . 
It seems, therefore, that learning experiences become more 
meaningful when they parallel growth sequences in a given 
family . In this way neither the sequence and it s component 
parts, nor the persons involved , are viewed as separated 
from one another, but as dependent upon and interrelated 
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wi th each other . J'ur·t ner suppm:·t of this can be obtained 
if an :nalyt ica l vi ev'i i s t e.ken of t 11e wa y in wnich t~1is study 
•Nas present ed . The vvri ter statsd that s11e WOLtl d present 
ller exyer iences as they occurred , a nd vvithout reco nizing the 
s i gn i f i cance at t ·le t i me set up the fol l owi ng categories 
in t he fol l OIN"ing order : 
l. n Beg i nning 
2 . On p . .._,e l ng Fed and Feedi ng 
3. On 2ract ic i ng One ' s Own £1ole 
L~ . On G- i v i ng and Hi thhold i ng 
'l'hese learnin&; exper i enc eE> fo l low the s am.e pattern e.s was 
evi denced in the f ' n'li ly s i tua t i ons and c an be cli re ct l y re-
lated to human growth and development . 'I'he topic of 
Begi nning connot es b i rth and i s fo l lowed by Be ing Fed e.nd 
Feeding , which ce.n b e c ons idered a s the ora l phase of devel-
opr1ent . Near t~e end of his first year of life a child 
become s awar e of hims e l f as different i at ed frorr others 
around h i m, c.11d he c an be E-a i d to :..ract ice :ri::s Own ::lo l e . 
One rr~ore step i n t l.1is de v e lopmen ta l l adder bri ng s the c h i l d 
to the anal phase of dev elopment to wl1icll Givin g and v-i th-
hol ding c an be p aralle l ed . Thus , the n orma l sequence of 
behavior appears to be a v ery s i gnificant a nd meaningf u l 
approa ch to tea ch ing mate r n a l a nd ch ild hea l th i n . ps_rti cul ar, 
and p os s i bly to tea c h i ng nur sing i n general . 
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He commendat ions. 
1 . Be cause this study was an i ndivi dua l descriptive 
one, the tentative find i ngs suggest fu.rther study . 
a . The feelings described i n this study and the 
conclusions based on these feel i ngs ~an be 
s tated as hypotheses and tested in other 
s i tuat i ons . For example -
1. If comSort able interpersonal relation-
shi ps are established fir st, any tech-
nica l procedure or physical task is made 
easier and thus performed mor e efficiently! 
and effectively. 
2 . Ytii thin a specific professional group, 
members appraise and evaluate each other 
first in terms of professional capacities 
and abilit ies and l ater as individuals. 
Within an interdisciplinary setting this 
critical evaluation gives way to more 
r i gid stereotyping of performance which 
in turn increases the lengt h of time 
before awareness of the individual occurs. 
3. l~y learning which-evolves fr.om interper-
sonal relat ionships follows an identifi-
able pattern - one which is clearly re-
lated to human gr owth and development. 
4. The m.~ount and quality of nurs i ng service 
to the patient increases in direct pro-
portion to the runount of opportunity for , 
and utilization of verbalization and 
support of the nurse's own emotiona l re-
actions . 
5. Good interdi sciplinary relationships and 
co-oper2tion are evidenced in settings 
where no clearly defined divisions of 
professional service exist. 
6 . l~ursing education vvhich emphasizes the 
person instead of the disease increases 
t he :t~omfort of any relationship for both 
the patient and the nurse . 
! ~ 
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7. The first response to any threateni ng 
situation is to retreat to and rely upon 
past experience and familiar patterns of 
behavior. 
b . A nurse who has a field placement in the a gency 
described in t his study can test the findings 
of this study to determine what similarities 
or differences occur when this type of field 
pl acement is no longer a completely new exper-
ience for the agency personnel, and a different 
person is involved as the learner . 
c. The role of the nurse in any non-hospital 
settings can be investigated to determine what 
the nurse can contribute to and receive from 
any non- traditional setting . 
2 . The services of The Children ' s Mission to Children 
should be employed again as a field placement experience for 
the gradua te nurse student . 
3. Other non-hospital learning opportunities should 
be investigated for use as graduate nurse learning experience 
4. There should be continued use of long term place-
ments for the graduate nurse student of maternal and child 
health nursing in order ·that continued experiences with 
specific individuals and families can provide the opportunity 
to utilize previous knowledge and experience in interpersonal 
relationships through which broadening of previous concepts 
.can occur . 
5. The use of long term placements for other areas of 
nursing education is suggested to provide the st udent wi th 
ample time to experience relationships and work through the 
--~ ~========~~~====~== 
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feelings aroused by these relationships. 
6. Nursing educators should investigate any learning 
situation thoroughly a.nd plan the experience carefully with 
the agency to be used, so that the student may have a mean-
ingful experi.ence and the results of the experience are those 
which were generally anticipat~d. 
7. The faculty of the school of nursing which provides 
long term placement s in non-traditional settings should pro- j 
vide the opportunity for the student's expression of feelings ~ 
about her experience and be prepared to support and channel 
the student's attempts to solve any new problem rather than 
solve the problem for the student. 
8 . A need exists for nursi.ng education and nursing 
supervision to increase the opportunity for exploration and 
discussion of the relationships in which the nurse becomes 
involved, both in group settings and in individual confer~nce I 
settings , to afford a place for the nurse to receive support 
and to increase her ability to interpret behavior and choose 
what is an appropriate method of meeting the patient ' s needs. 
7. If nursing instruction remain's segmented or special-
ized wherein different instructors teach various parts of the 
nursing curriculwn, it appears to be of value that some mem-
bers of the faculty should, in addition to the specia lty 
instructor, be consistently with any student group to permit 
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a sustained supervisory relationship and experience to de-
velop. 
8 . More opportunity should be given to nurses, student 
and graduate, to work with members of other disciplines 
rather than be told about the work of another discipline, 
and nursing shou~d provide this same · opportunity to other 
professional groups . It is possible for a student of medi-
cine, a student of nursing, a student of social work and 
others to all be concerned in learning, planning and working 
together with a given family group . Early opportunity to 
learn together mi ght provide less friction later in working 
together. 
9 . Since the data in this study illustrate valuable 
learning content and method for the nurse, it is recommended 
t hat nursing test the applicability of the following: 
a . That ba sic nursing curricula 
institute the use of long term 
family relationships through which 
the various clinica l entities and 
procedures can be taught, rather 
than attempting to teach family 
relationships through each clinical 
specialty i~ short, i solated incidences. 
b. That students of nursing, graduate and 
basic record their day by day exper-
iences in diary form, concentrating on 
the relationships in which they become 
involved and the feelings within them-
sel~es tha t these relationships arouse" 
and illustrating t he behaviors i nvolved, 
c •. 
d. 
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the changes in behavior which occur 
and the resulting changes in the re-
lationship. 
That concentration in tl1e beginning 
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' instruction of students of basic nurs-
ing be in helping the student with her 
relationships with patients, and that 
little emphasis be placed on any pro-
cedure which is complicated or signifies 
any threat of a life and death situation 
until the student has a beginning aware-
ness and comfort in the interpersonal 
relationships. 
That investigation be undertaken which 
would determine the correlation between 
the type of relationships in which it is 
possible for the basic st-udent .to become 
involved and her own stage of growth 
and development as an adolescent. 
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.APPENDIX A. 
Please answer each of t he following questions as fully 
as you can. You do not he.ve to identify yourself. Bow-
ever, if you wish to, you may put your name on t h is question-
naire. 
1. What was your reaction w11en you were 
first told or approached about a nurse 
coming to the agency-for a fie ld pl a ce-
ment? Vihat did you think? idhat did 
you fe el? 
2 . What did you t hink the agency could offer 
the nurse for learning experiences? 
J . What did you t hink the nur se could bring 
to t his experience? 
4 . How do you feel now about a nurse ' s 
placement in the agency? If these 
feelings have changed s i nce the be-
ginni ng of this experience, can you 
ident ify what caused your feelings to 
change? 
5. What do you now f eel is of value to 
the nurse? to the agency? 
6. Woul d you b.e willing to provide super-
vision f or a nurse during a fie ld pl ace -
ment'? Give reasons for your answer. 
